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The formalism prelimi nary to a quantum perturbation treatment of the 
interaction of wave fields with gravitation is here developed. Since spinor 
fields are of importance, a resume is given of Pauli I s treatment of spinors in 
general coordinates, involving the introduction of generalized Dirac operators 
rP-• The essential points of the Einstein-Mie theory are outlined, and spin 
angular momentum is discussed from the general 'coordinate viewpoint with the 
aid of the generalized orthogonal group. The commutation law for covariant 
differentiation is obtained for arbitrary fields. The s,rmmetric stress tensor 
. 
can be constructed either from the canonical energy-momentlw tensor together 
wi th the spin angular momentum tensor or directly through variation of the metric 
tensor. 
• 
The concepts of energy, momentum and spin angular momentmn, and hence 
the Hamiltonian formalism itself, can be introduced for the gravitational field 
only with respect to a "background space" which has a flat metric of no physical 
geometrical significance. In the background space only Lorentz transformations 
have illanediate invariant significance, and general coopQinate transformations 
appear as "gauge transformations" in the gravitational and accomp~ng matter 
fields. Only the total integrated energy, and spin angular momentum 
quanti ties are invariant under these "gauge transformations. If 
The perturbation treatment of gravitational interactions is based on a 
variant of the weak field approximation method. The true metric ~J-':v is an 
ordinary field quantity and is expressed in the form other field 
quantities are expanded in ascending powers of hp,v, successive terms describing 
quantum transitions of increasing complexity and being of decreasing orders of 
magnitude. Explicit examination of the self-interactions of the gravitational 
field (due to its non-linearity) will never be made in subsequent calculations. 
To the first order, the matter-field equations can be derived, via the correspond-
• ence ~+, 
gravi tiona. 
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ON THE APPLICATION OF QUAN'I'tJlJI PERTURBATION THEORY TO GRAVITATIONAL 
INTERACTIONS. I. : EINSTEIN-MIE THHORY,- SPINORS, THE; BACKGROUND SPACE 
AND THE APPROXIMATION METHOD. * 
Bryce Seligman DeWit tt 
Harvard Universit,y, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
1. Introduction. 
Recently, attention has been directed toward the problem of forInu-
lating the field equations of Einstein's gravitational theor.y in a canonical 
Hamiltonian manner, with the object in mind of effecting an eventual quanti-
zation of the gravitationaJ field. l ,2 It is therefore of interest to examine 
, . . -
1 P. G. Bergmann, Phys. Rev. 7.C5, 680 (1949); P. G. Bergmann and J. H. M. 
2 Brunings, Rev. Mod. Phys. 2r, 480 (1949); and papers to be published. 
F. A. E. Pirani m d A. E. Schild, paper to be published. 
, • 9 • 
a characteristic few of those aspects of a quantum theory of gravitation which 
make themselves particularly evident when the theory is applied to specific 
physical problems. It will be the purpose of this and a subsequent paper to 
undertake such an examination from the viewpoint of perturbation theory. 
Of special interest is the examination of the extent to which the 
infini ty-difficul ties of ordinary quantum field theo ries are carried over in-
to a theory based on the principle of general covariance. 1 Bergmann and his 
collaborators hope to avoid the infinities by treating interacting matter in 
tenus of point singularl ties in the field, after the manner of Einstein, In-






Einstein, L. Infeld, and B. Hoffman, Ann. Math. 39, 65 (1938); also 
Einstein and L. Infe1d, Ann. Math. 41, 455 (1940)1 and L. Infeld and 
R. '7811ace, Phys. Rev. 57, 797 (194OJ. 
• • 
papers. The Einstein-Mie theory, in which matter (as well as electromagnetic 
• • • , 
* This and a paper to follow conta.i n some results of a Ph. D. dissertation sbb-
mitted to Ha.rvard University (1950). 
t NRC Postdoctoral Fellow, now at the Institute for Advanced st~, Princeton, 
N. J. 
- 2 -
radiation) is described in terms of a continuous stress tensor, will be 
used instead. The stress tensor will, itself, be constructed out of matter 
or radiation field variables which are distinct from the gravitational field 
variables g)AlI . It will be s that the famjliar infinities continue to 
occur in such a quantized gran tational. theo ry just as they always have in 
the usual field theories of electrodynamj os and the nucleus, but with at least 
£o~n!e~~~~c~te~d~~~T_' on. The gravitational self-energy of an electromagnetic 
-quant1Jm will be found to vanish identicaJJy (to the second order in a pertur-
bation tion), this fact being independent of any gauge-invariance or 
renoI~alization arguments. 
Another problem wb.ich eventually should be carefully examined in a 
quantum treatment of the gravitational field is that of the ambiguity, which 
• 
arises from the strongly non-linear character of the theory, in the ordering 
of various ting factors in a given term of the field equations. This 
problem will, however, be carefully sidestepped for the present by adopting a 
procedure derived from a point of view 'Which may be described as follows: In 
the logical development of the Einstein theory, the principle of the equivalence 
of gravitational and inertial fields leads to the concept that aJl fields inter-
act with the gravitational field. The mathematical formulation of this concept, 
via differential geometry and the principle of general covariance, leads to a 
non-linear field theory. The non-linearity, exemplified in the field equ.ations, 
• 
may be regarded as an expression of the fact that even_ the gravitational field 
itself is subject to gravitational effects, i.e., in~era~ts with itself. In 
order to avoid the factor-ordering ambiguity, in the formuJ ation of the theozy 
adopted in these papers, the gravitational self-interaction effects will be 
isolated and then ignored insofar as any quanti tati ve discussion of them is eon-
'II h~~ 0.. "Pe~tv.rbo.t ion ,?h\lo sop~'j is o.Oopied. 
cel11ed. This isolation is easily accomplished,\ The linear (zero order) pa.rli 




The residueJt\contaj ns the self-interaction effects and troublesome 
p \'"t\A.\'"bo..tIQr\ b IA.t t 
guit~es, [$ tv-e te 0.:" never closely examined. This procedure results, 
of course, in a rather makeshift fOlmulation of the theory, which is, however, 
sufficient for the problems to be considered. 
The use of a makeshift formulation has also been prompted by a more 
pressing consideration. At the bjme of ; ni tial writing of these papers no 
one had yet explicitly constructed a gravitational Hamiltonjan for the general 
theory.4 A Ham; ltonian formulation of ~~ flJ; nearized" gravitational field, 
4 F. A. E. Pi ranj and A. E. Schild, and independently, ~. G. Ber~ann ~~ his 
co-workers (loc. cit.) have just recently succeeded in constructing tne re-
quired Hamiltoni.an1unction. TIleir results wil) be published shortly. Al-
though the methods of construction are different in the two oases, the 
results are believed to be equivalent. The author is j.ndebted to Professor 
Schild for perrni ssion to read one of the manusoripts prior to publication. 
The formulation of Pi and Sch; J d follows a method due to Dirac:. ('!he 
7 
cal Thea of Fields Canadian Mathematical Congress, Univ. of British 
._s , • t may eventu,alJy be of interest to refol1nulate some 





however, is a s;n~le tter and can be 
possibiJit.1 of an "interaction representation" 
out by well-known methods. The 
for the theor,r has therefore 
been taci tJ..y assumed, the _ =:!~ If; nteraction ~toni,a " densi ty" be; ng si mply 
what is left over when the linear part is subtracted from. the hypothetical 
"total Hamil tanian density. U Detailed questions about the interaction of the 
gravitational field wi th itself are never asked, and that pal"& of the interaction 
Hami 1 tonian density whi ch describes the self-interactions is never closely 
mined. But that part wnich describes the interaction of the gravitational 
field with other fields cao be, and is, explicitly constructed for each special 
case considered. 
This first paper will be pri.m, devoted to a mathematical descrip-
tion of the Einstein fie theory. 
sequent i IIlportance, such as ff ... o 
VadJus features of the theory of spa i&1 sub-
" 




The theory of spinors and a brief discussion of spin in general coordinates 
• 
will be included, and the approximation method to be used in later calcula-
• 
tions will be introduced. Finally, the opportunity will also be taken of 
collecting in one place a few elementary results which bave been partially 
neglected in the l iterature. 
In the second paper, the quantization 0 f the free (linear) gravi ta-
tional field and a covarian t c ... ~ ~A' tion of the longi tud; na1 field-components 
will be carried out. Then gravitational self-interactions and interactions 
with other fields will be introduced, and interaction Hamilton; an densities 
• 
will be explicitly constructed for special cases. Finally, various calcula-
tions will be carried out in the covariant style introduced by Schwinger and 
Tomona~a. A brief discussion of the results will follow each calculation. 
2. The General Coordinate Formal ism. r Theo 
As usual, Latin indices will range over the values 1, 2, 3 and Greek 
indices over the values 1, 2, 3, 4. Use of an imaginary fourth coordinate S 4 
will be made from the very beginning" although the real coordinate SO = -i S 4 
will be introduced occasionally. It wi]] be necessaJ7 to the definition 
of real and imagi na ry field q ti ties -when an ; magi nary fourth 
present. If )A '" I jJ ••• are coordinate-related indices then the conjugate 
of a non-spinor field quanti ty: ~ 1.\":" ... is defined by 
:;..)1.'" = (_)q ( ~ )Jo.. . )* 
..""." .-,J .. , ,, (2.1) 
whe re q is the number of ti..1lles the index 4 occurs among the }.). ... ~ 'JJ ' .. In the 
case of the asterisk* denotes the ordinary complex conjugate; in the 
case of operators or matrices it denotes the Hel'm; tian adjoint. ~;.A'" '31 ... , 
• "3rN-' .. 
", .. . ~ "'" ... .. . f "::!. .,u. ... == Jl 1'. .., J magmaI'Y ~ Jl "'JI ... .. is said to be real if ~.M'" - :J' , 11 ... , 
and complex othentise. The reality properties of a field qua.ntity evidently 
remai n invariant under any coordinate transfollnation, or under any ordinal'Y or 
cova,riant differentiation. Thus, for example, the metric tensor, g u.."11 , with 
• 
-5-
components g .. , g44 real and g·4' 
1J 1 
i.maginar.v" is a real tensor. 
Simi,larly, the Kronecker tensor, the Christoffel symbols and the curvature 
tensor are all real, while the Levi-Civita tensor densities' are ima.ginary. 
s The Levi-Civita symbol, €"u.1Ia"'I'" , which is a.ntisymmetric in each pair of 
indices, with SI~3~ = 1, m~ be regarded either as a contravariant tensor 
density S ~.."cr~ o"f weight 1 or as a c tensor density Sp1'O"''' of 
weight -1. 
7 • 
The conjugate of a spinor quantity will be defined at a later point. 
In studying the 4-dimensional space-time manifold into which the co-
ordinates S)lo. are introduced, one considers the group of all coordinate trans-
formations of the form 
(2.2) 
where rI, f2, r3, fO are real functions whose derivatives to all orders exist 
al' 
everywhere in the region of interest6 and have non-van; shing Jacobian a l = f:. o. 
• • 
6 I It is suffic~ent for practically all 
only up to the fourth order • 
purposes to require differentiability 
• ; , 
Tensor densities transform under such coordinate transfonna.tions according to 
the familiar law 
'e,JA l' )4... = as •..• 
."... a loG'" 
a~ w (1" ... •••• 
where Vi is the weight. 
Covariant differentiation is defined by 
...,}Jo" • 




AI + ..... 
'" G'" 1J. " 
JM'" at - .... -w 01.6' 0( ••• 
(2.3) 
, 
"T JA '" 
.J 1J ... , 
(2.4) 
where the comma denotes ordinar,r differentiation. The covariant derivatives 
of the metric tensor, Kronecker tensor, and Levi-Civita tensor densities all 
vanish. Covariant differentiation, like ordinar.v differentiation, is distribu-
• • 






rentiation do not, in general, For example, if f)A- is a covariant 
veotor , then 
(2.5) 
where R,M'V ~ 'or is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor. 
(2.6) 
• 




and the well known differential Bianchi identities 
(2.8) 
The curvature tensor has 20 algebraioally independent components. By intro-
ducing a contracted tensor Rp.v = RC()I-'JI 0( = R 1I.)J- , having 10 algebraically 
independent components, and a se r R = g)A'" R,}Ao" , one may, on contracting 
the Bianchi identities obtain the four identities 
G.,N.7I - 0 j 71 - where (2.9) 
Spi nors are most conveniently introduced j nto the gener al coordinate 
formalism after the manner of pau1i. 7 Since Pauli's method is not 
II 
Annalen der Pn.rsik, Be. 18 (1933). 
• 
• 7 
familiar, a resume will be given. One begins by generalizing the concept of 
orthogonal transformation. Consider an arbiv~ non-singular s,r.mmetric 4 x 4 
matrix (g)o\"II). The transformation expressed by a matrix (o(..M,,) is said to be 
ortho~~~WJ.~·!::!th~r~e~ or to define a zed rotation 'With res-
....... Lt to JA11 if it leaves gjAlI invariant, i.e., if «Mer 0( 11..,. gtr-t = g)4V • 
This reduces to the ordinary defini tion when g)A'1I is si mply the Kronecker 








tion of the form O(.M l' = cS~+€.M v where the €}A are infinitesimals satis-
tying EJAV ellJA· = - or €.uv = -E."".,., g)J." and its inverse g~" having been 
used, in the usual way, to raise and lower indices. 
Corresponding to these generalized orthogonal transformations one 
may introduce generalized Dirac operators r.AAo which satisfy the anticoDnllutator 
relations 
{rJ-'J r " =- 2g)A1I , 
I 
(2.10) 
Such generalized operators m~ be construe from the ordi run,. Dirac operators 
7,..u. by taking rJl- = sg U.1I 'Y'1I lVi1ere.jg JAlI denotes a square root of g""" • 
Since the ordinary Dirac operators can be conversely ob:bained from the genera.-
lized operators (by taki ng the inverse to Ji 1'-11 ), it is evident that the 
r~ have the same group theoretical properties as the 'Y,AoA. , namely, I: There 
exists only one irreducible faithful matrix representation of the r JA (which is 
4-ci mensionaJ.) ; II:- If [A, r ·AA ] :: 0 for aJ.l)A, then A is a mn] tiple of the 
. uni t operator; II:. If tr' ~ r,llJ = 2gP-V then there must exi st an operator 5 
such that r/~ = S-1 r J4 S. The tor S m~, without loss of genera]; ty, 
always be restricted to have unit deteIminant in the 4-d;mensional matrix repre-
sentation. 
The r~ are readi~ shown to satisfy the following identities 
[ r J [rV.I r ]] = 4(gfo V r cr _ g}Af:" rV) 
{r .;[ rl'J tr]} = 2/3[rJ-', rv~ rtr] • 
( 2.11) 
(2.12) 
The triple operator bracket expression is defined by (A,B,C] = A[B,C] -+- B[C,A] 
+C[A,B) and is antiSYlmnetric in each pajr of operators. Using (2.11) one may 
show that the operator S corresponding to the infinitesimal rotation 
is given by 
( 2.13) 




of spa~e-tjme, which define the metric tensor in ~ coordinate 5,1stem by 
means of a relation of the form (2.10). The coordinate-transformation pro-
perties of the rfA. wi J] be those of a contravariant vector. The rJl-, instead 
9f the metric tensor, m~ be regaJ:ded as the fundamental qucn ti ties which des-
cribe the geometrical properties of space-time. One difficulty presents itself 
; mmediately, however. We have no t shown that the r fo can be chosen so as to 
be differentiable throughout a given region of space-time. The construction 
of the rJl- by means of a square root Jg)4'V certainly does ' not insure the re-
• 
quired differenmbility. For example, if ..[g"MV is obtained by diagonalizing 
gJAV , extracting the root, and transforming back again, then under certain cil'-
• 
C11mStanCtis, such as when two eigenvalues are nearly equa], a very change 
• 
; n g ...... .,.. will produce a very large change in the matri,x requi red to diagonalize 
, 
it. This produc~s a correspondingly large change in ~)AV, and hence in the r)4. 
The situation is saved by using a different method of construction. 
I t is readiChy seen that the contravariant metric tensor wj]] be altered by an 
inti oj tesimal amount 0 g J,AV if the r)A are altered by infinitesimal amounts 
given by 
6 r~= 1/2 r v 6 g~'" ( 2·.14) 
If & gJAV is always chosen to be an indefi nj tely diffenentiable intj nj tea; maJ 
contravarian t tensor then the r may be built up continuously from any given 
indefinitely differentiable set, e.g., from the ordjnaT~ Dirac operators. 
Since the space-time manifold is characterized as a non-positive-definite metric 
space m. th signature (+,+,+,-), by the requirement that it always be possible 
to introduce a coordinate system at any point, in whi ch the metric tensor becomes 
simply the Kronecker delta (and the rJl- become ordinary Dirac operators) at that 
point, it is evident that not only 'Will g)AlI and the r.u. be indefinitely diffe-











stage of the construction (2.14). 
It is to be noted that the r~ are not uniquely determi ned by t he 
above construction. Since expression (2.14) is not, in gener al, an exact 
differential, the final form for the r)lo will depend upon the pa th of integra-
, 
tion taken in the lO-dimensional space of the g)A1J • 
The differentiability of the contravariant vec.tor operator r )A now 
, 
having been demonstrated, its covariant deri va,ti ve may be defined by conside-
ring the related vector operator r,)A = r ,M. + €tr(r)AJtf' +{.t;.} rot) , where €tr is an 
which implies there must ex; st an operator of the form S = 1 + Et1' n tr , where 
..n.. tr is some 
• 
, 
,JI. -1 'JA. covariant vector operator, such that r = s r s • Since etr 
is arbi tEary this in turn implies r J4)f1" + {~~ r oc = -[ ..0.. I r..-'Ao 1.. If we now 
define the covariant derivative of rP by 
(2.15) 
this derivative is seen to vanish, and the property of lrovariant differentiation, 
of being distributive over factors in a product, is ma.intained; e.g. g)oo\" j cr = 
1/2 { r "'"') r V}jcr =: 11,2 {r~;tr) r ll} + 1/2 {r.MJ r




The operator ..n. rr may be shown to be indefini tely differentiable by 
constructing it 'in a manner parallel to the construction of r JoA as expressed by 
I (2.14). In order to maintain the vanishing property of the covariant derivative 
of r~ under the variation (2.l4), we must have 
o = ( r~ + cSr}A ); O'" 
= ( rJoJ. + 8r)A ),a- + ( {tv- \ + S t:cr} )( rO( + S r ) + [ Jl.0" +Sll tr,) rM+ ! r M ] 
. 
+ 1/2 [ Ad'" r)l ) dg'#v + [ &.n,..., r p ] , 
= 1/2 r ~ [ Jg.v."1 f1' +S( {:tr\g~JI + {: }g)Aot)] + 1/2 rv [ o{oc~\g'Q(v - {~lgl + [8AcrJ r~ J 
, in which we have used the fact that r~cr cS'~~II ... [.n.rl r ll]0'9.AAV == {:'lrl rO( &~..u.v = {~} r1ol 69JoAO( • 
The fi r st, tenn in the last line above is simply 1/2 r 11 eS( 9 JoA "; cr ) and vani shes. 











which is found" by use of (2.11), to be 
~2.17) 
where O'c. is an arbitrary infinitesimal multiple of the unit operator. Stanting 
from a flat Kronecker metric, with r""='Y,JAo and ..ncr = 0, .n..r can ev1dentJ.y be 
built up continuously along with the rJl- , remai ning indefinitely differentiable 
at every stage. 
The method of construction indicated by (2.14) and (2.17) is, of course, 
not the most general method by which the r JA and lL,.. may be formed. The rJl' may, 
a't any stage, be transformed by an indefinitely differeniiable operator S. 
_., : 
Writing 0::::: S-l r Jl-;.,-S = (S-l rJAs),cr +:fS' s-lr«s + [~-l..ll.G's + s-ls,cr),s-lrJAsJ, 
'We see ,that r~ and .1lcrtransform together according 
Since, in the 4-dimensional matrix representation, \5\ = 1 and 
(2.18) 
(8-1S,cr ) = 
. \sl-1\5\)<I = 0, the spur of .fi.cr remains unchanged under the transformation 
, 
(2.18). Removing the arbitrariness in (2.17) by setting oC::: 0, we may, with-
out loss of generality, reqllj re AtT' always to have everywhere a va,nj shing spur. 
The transformation (2.18) is said to define a rotation in spin-space. 
Now, if the conjugate to equation (2.10) is taken in the form 
2g}A1I = 2gP-1I = {rllJ rJ041 ::::: {- r~J -r"}, one is led to infer the existence of an 
opera tor A wi th the property8 
_ f)A = A r),l. A-l . (2.19) 
~ ________ • _.... <ao ~ 
8 
. • • . 
The vector operatot's rJl' and .n. cr are, in general, eomplex • 
, • 7 . = • 
Equation (2.19) and its conjugate, in tum, imply the commutabili ty of the 
9 *-1 operator A A with the r)l-. mhO A{~-lA . al to 1 ~s means 1S equ some multiple e of 
~-----------=-------------'---------------.---.-' --------------------------
9 The asterisk* 'Will always denote the Hermitian adjoint, 
usua.1 notation is t. 
al though the me re 
• 
. 
7 , $ ,a 











e • A may, without loss of generality, 
. e 
be multiplied by e -l; 2 , 
thereby making it Henni tian. Under spin-space rotations A is readily seen to 
transform according to 
AI = S*AS, (2.20) 
and its Herm; tian character remains undisturbed. If the rJo'- are built up 
via (2.14) from a fixed set of ordinary Dirac operators 'r~, ; n a representa-
tion in which the latter are unitar.v, and hence also Hermitian, having spurs 
• 
equal to zero and detenlli nants equal to unity, then A may be chosen equal to 
I.A.~~ de te..-m in Q. rd. J o.nd J I.I.nd er the ~e str ict',or\ 151 = 1.1 th e un idty 
of this determi nant is maintained in any representatioh. A is invariant under 
coordinate transformations and is ; ndefini tely differentiable. 
A spinor ~, in the 4-dimensional matrix representation, is defined 
as a I-column matrix which is independent of coordinate transfonnations, but 
which transforms under spin-space rotations S according to 
t. = s-l1jJ • 
The conjugate 0 f i' is defined by 
~ =1j;*A 
and transforms according to 




Spinors may be combi ned wi th the r)A, as in ,:, f , i 1p r~, to form ordinary 
tensors which are invariant under spin-space rotations. A tensor of the fOlm 
is readily shown to be real. 
The covariant derivative of a spinor is defined by invoking the per-
petual condition that covariant differentiation be distributive over factors in 
a produc t. °fri ting (~r; 1f' ); (j' = 1jJ j t1" r )4 ~ T 'Y ~ 1f ;~)expandi ng the left hand 











we may write 




Expression (2.27) aetualJy van;'shes. For, taking the conjugate of equation 
(2.16), 0 , and using equations (2.18) 
, 
- I 
o Multiplication of this equa-
tion on the right by A leads to the conclusion A j tr = o . Since A. is Henn; tlan, 
thi s result means, for example, that 
o 
(2. 28) 
The easily demonstrated relations 1Ji)(1" =S· I1J;,/tI' and ~;tr = l./!;tr S j.mply t hat the 
-
eJq)ression -q) rp-1.J;j)J is invariant llnder spin-space rotations and is therefore 
ordinal)y tensor • 
.. 
Spinors with tensor indices are readily introduced into the general co-
ordinate formalisD4 For example, the vector-spinor ~~ whj ch transfonns as a 
T 
covariant vector under coordinate transformations and as a spinor under spin-
space rotations, has a covariant derivative given by 
• 
Repeated covariant differentiation may be defined in a sj milar , and the 
• 
spinoI' analogue of (2.5) becomes 
• 
1f;Jl.1I- 1f)1Ip. . {..Il.jAJ'IJ -J1.~~ - [...tl.~;llllJ 't. (2. 30) 
• 
This r elat i on may be expressed in a different f orm by observi ng that 
• 
o ::: ( r"T" ;.)A) J'" + toe";, 1 r ;)4 - [;11 ~ r Y j ... l..o.lIJ r'r j M 1 









Using (2.11), one finds as the solution of this equa.tion, 
.f'L)AJV - ..all;#- - [.!LJA.I.1l.v] -= - ~ Rp.lItr'r [rtr .... r"r"] 
which yields 
~j)AV -TfjlJ.)<A- ~ R)l.vtrT' [r~ r"T"l1J;. 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
other miscellaneous identities satisfied by the r)A., 'Whi ch may be proved 
with the aid of identities (2.7), (2.11) and (2,12), are the following • 
• 
R J,). '110'" ,. r.)A r 11 r er r 'T" 2. R) 
(~,MlIcr'" r.M r" r er r""')~ = 





















The Variational tion. Spin in General Coordinates. 
Id7 • , ; , 
The field equations of the Einstein-Mie theory 'of gravitational inter-
actions are deti vable from a Lagrangian ·densi ty of the fOI"1u 
, 
where 





. When an jmagina~l 
rather than (-g) 
ourth"coordinate is used, g is positive. Therefore 2 -
2 is the appropriate metric scalar density in this expression. 
. . 
Q. are the matter .field variables and (.3 is a constant related to the gravitational 
l. 
• • 
constant (see section 5). Denoting space-ti me integrals 0:[ 1.., t. G I t.. M res-
pectively by L, 
S LG 
+ 
LG, Iy, we write 
S~ 
= 0 , 
cS 9}AlI 
'As is well know, 
. -
the field equations in the variational form 
o. (3.4) --
where G}l1l is given by (2.9). It should be noted that although ~M is written 
in (3.3) as if it depended on the gjAv , the dependence, in the case of spinor 
fields, is rather on the fundamental operators r.JoA.. The field equations are 
in this case to be obbained by considering a.rbi tralj' variations in the rfo, the 
me st general peI'm; s sable fonD. of which is given by 
S r~ = 1/2 r 11 $ 5)AV -[~ Jrp. ] (3.6) 
,mere ~ is an arbitrary infini tes; mal ma.trix with vani shing spur which gene-
rates an infinitesimal spin-space rotation S = 1 +, . Under the requirement 





coordinate transformations, the variation in ~ produced by (3.6) 'Will never-
theless have the simple form. 
, 
-
~ = 1/2 (3.7) 
where the 6 Q. are variations in the Q. produced by a spin-space rotation 
1 1 
S ::::: 1 - 7t • . The second term in the above integrand vanishes when the matter 
• 
field equations are satisfied, and it is custcbmary in the case of both spinor 
and non-spinor fields to wri t1r 
(3.8) 
e )1..11 M is the syrmnetric matteI'-stress-tensor which generates the gravitational 
field the Einstein field equations 
u.."11 . Gr- ::_ ....I - 6 )1-"11 . M • 
The conservation properties of the stress tensor are derived by the 
• 
long well-known method of considering infini tesimal coordinate transfonnations 




Under (3.10) the matter field variables transform according to 
• 
~ (~') = Qi (S ) + F j'JJ Q. (l ) 8/\ )A . i)A J J 11 J (3.11) 
and their derivatives, according to 
Q I (-':1) _ a:JT' a Q'( 'f: 1) = i)o- ~ - a~;f1' oJ'r i ~ 
(3.12) 
• 
where the F. J~ are constants characterizing the transformation properties of 
1)J-
the Q.. If the 6 A)). are restricted so as to vani sh on the Surface of an arbi-
1 . 
trary region..n. , then, with the introduction of the variations 
6 Qi (S ) = Q~( S ) - Qi (s ) 
s ~, tr (~ ) = Q{, (T" ( $ ) -
= Q. ,p.. 
1 
• 
)I- J J 
a 




and, in particular, 






partial integrations have been carried out. The arbitrariness of .n. and the &,,)J.. 
implies 
e )J-1J - M j 11 =0 (3.16) 
The same procedure may be llsed, \1Ii th derive the 
• 
contracted Bianchi identities (2.9). 
---
• 
The electromagnetic field and the description of eleetrically charged 
matter by means of complex field variables may be explicitly included :to the 
general coordjnate formalism by writing the total Lagrangian densit.y in the 
form t.. =l..O +c{E +£.M' where . 
(3.17) 
,,). 1. 1. 
(3.18) 
Fp" == A,,;p.. - A)Aj"1J Y A~)J- -A.)4/" where Ap. is the covariant electromagnetic 
potential vector. Q. denotes the conjugate of ,and the operators Dcr , Dr 
are defined by 1. . 
_.. -
D tr Q. =Q .. _ -iEAa-Q. , 
1. 1.JV 1. 
D fT Q. = Q. + i e A- Q. 
1. l.; tr v l.' 
(3.19) 
The constant € is d.etermi ned by quantization of the theory, to have the value 
~. In i.
M
, the field variables Q. wDJ OCC11r in products of the form Q.Q. , 
nc l. 1. J 
O.Dp.Q., or Dp. Q.D" Q. , and the reqt1i rement that d.. M be gauge-inva.riant leads 
"i J 1. J 
to the gauge transfo tion laws 
A~ = Ap. + ";~ = Ap. + "/)J-' 
, iEA 
Q. = e Q., 
l. 1. 
(3.20) 
being the scalar gauge parameter. 








where 8)4 is the contravariant current vector. 
11 
~Iy d,(lIl at.. 
, , 
s,u. -- - -ie Qi - Q. (3.22) - -- - a(D;'" Qt) S AI"- l. a(i5~ Qi) • 




The charge conservation law 
s)J.· = 0 ))A • • (3.23) 
• 
is derived by considering the variation induced in J.. M by an infinitesimal 
gauge transformation and maki ng use of the matter field equations and the gauge 
invariance of of. M- Since FP.1Jj1l,)-A = Rp..., F,.N.1I = 0, this law is compatible with 
(3.21). By considering the ation induced in ~ by the tion (3.10) 
and making use of the (3.23), the matter field eq11a.tions, and the explicit form 
S A)A = A)AJ".~A~ + AtTCl\tr)}J- ) (3.24) 
one obtains the furLher relation . • 
.... )J. '11 ' e JI-. =F lIS • M IV (3.25) 
In the construction of the matter-strese-tensor by variation 
of the metric tensor, the spin properties of the matter field remain completely 
hidden. The symmetric stress tensor may, however, also be constructed from a 
canonical energy-momentlnn tensor by a procedure which is an us- to -that em 7 
• .... -.. 
ployed in Minkowski coordinates in ordinary flat-space field eory and which 
explici tly involves the spin properties of the matter field . .. Use is made of the 
invariance, at any given point, of the Lagrangian density under general; zed ortho-
gonal transfonnations (see section 2) _ Let the value g~'II (l ), of the contra-
variant metric tensor at the point l , def; ne the generalized orthogonal group 
in question. Under the infinitesimal rotation o-;+e;.MlI the matter field 
variables will suffer a transformation of the form \ -
• 
Qi' = Q. + 1/2 €,u-v SJA'II • J Q. 
). ~ J 
• • 
, 
where the S P1! ~ J are. coefficients characteristic of the fields Q., 
to the constants F ..... J'V of (3.11) by l. 
• l.,... j 
S ~" . J = g'Vcr F . JA _ g)ACT F. j 11 
). l.<1" l.~ 
• 
- . 
The covariant derivative of Qi "!ill transfoniacco~ding to 
Qi
l 
• = Q. .. + € cr -r Qi" + 1/2 €')o\ 11 S )A'll. J Q J . ~ 
J (f'" ~I tr' i .... l. ... A~ 




- Ull J' SLu ~ s ai:.M ai.. u = _ 1/2 € S - i Q. W + ~... jq )J.1IfI". + g)l.D'" Q . "per Q J.V! 
where 
s )J. vcr 















€p)lare arbitrary, we have • <5 Q. 
~ 
, . '(1" r(7' aQ. 
'I 11 I l.jJ4 
(3.30) S ' )A 11 (I': ~ jtr 
• 
(3.30), being a covariant equation valid at an arbitrar.y point, is valid 
every where. ~ )loVer' is known as the spin angular moment urn tensor of the rna tter 
fi~d. : 
In the case of. a covariant vector field 
explicit form , 
f~, equation (3.26) has the 
cp:' = fo- '+ 1/2 cpv S Jl-1I tT""r ~"1 ) (3.31) 
In the case of spinor fields the vector rJ'-, rather than the spinora themselves, 
is the transfot"med quantity. One is always at liberty, however, to effect a 
. spin space rotation, namely, the jnverse to (2.13), 'Which restores r 14 to its 
original fonn. Spinors then transform according to 
1/J I = ~ + 1/2 €)A)I S)I." 'f/J . 
1f' = 1IJ - 1/2 €)Al/ifS.MlI · , s)lo1l = 1/4 . [ r.AA.I r" ] 
By comparing equations (3.31) and (3.32) respectively with equations 
and (2.32), one is led to infer the general validity, for a1] 
fields, of the following equ.a.tion 
- = -12R • • 
Using this equation,/ we may l'fri te 
at... ai. M O=~MiP. -I.. Mi~ 
. M 






00£:. M frY' ~~ aiM • 
= '- MjlA Q. .)·v " ( - 1/2 aQ. Rfo1l~'" s Qj - aQ • . ~ip.. J. 




+ 1/2R .)AVO""" ~ 









TM)J."" is the canonical energy-moment111!l tensor. The interaction of the spin 
allgular momentum with the gravitational field (in the fonn of the - ture ten-
sor) is seen to prevent this tensor from satisfying the same conservation law 
that it satisfies in ordinary flat-space theory. s 
The sytmnetric stress tensor is constructed from ~~ -rJ and MM )Aver in 
the familiar manner 
. $ i 8
M
)J.lJ = 1/2 (TM
J4V + TM"'P ) _ 1/2(MMcr~lI + MM er'JlJA- )'cr 
J • 
Noting that equation (3.30) maY be written in the form 
"\. s 
M )AlIrr - T)AlI T lIJ100 (3 37) M itr - M - M • 
and mald.ng use of equation (3.34) and the identities (2.7) satisfied by the Cl1r-













We shall close this section by displaying three specific examples 
of the most familiar matter fields. 
A • The Real Scalar Meson Field. 
• 
The Lagrangian density is 
M g g .1)-4 J 11 , 
The field equation is the generalised Klein-Go rdon equation 
I 
= o. 
The symmetric and canonical energy-moment1un tensors are identical. 
8 Mp.1I= TM)l-1I = 4>J~<PI'V -1/2gpJJ (gcr'r'"icr<PJT+ f{2 <j:>2). 
B. The Dirac Field. 
, 
The Lagrangian density is 
-p 11c 1/2()-A ..,/J r-)J. 1 L . - ' /J) 
GLM = - 2 g ~ r jJA - r j)4' T +-2.I<.~'l' , 
with the corresponding field equation 
• 
• 




(3 •. 41) 
(3.42) 
Multiplying (3.42) on the left by rV , taking the covariant divergence, and 
using equations (2.32) and (2.33), one obtains 
- l<.
2 'P + 1/32 R jAVtTT' 




The curv~ture of space-time evidently prevents the Dirac field from exactly 
satisfying the generalized Klein-Gordon equation. 
Since the value of the Lagrangian density is zero in virtue of the field 
• 
equations (3.42), the canonical energy momentum tensor is given simply by 
_ fic - v - 11 
- 2 ~ r 'ljJi.JA - -q;jp. r (3.44) 
the spin angular momentum tensor by 
S )4 11ft" -1/2 







~ Ii' (3.4,) 
and the current vector qy 
(3.46) 
o fj)A a 1/-';)A. 
= ie 1f rJl- -t . 
S rJ" P. V ~ IT}I JI'o 
Since MM + MM = 0, the symme~ric stress tensor is simply 
(3.47) 
• 
'!his form may also be derived by varying the r~. It is sufficient to consider 
a variation of the form (2.14). We have, using (2.17), 
~ 1M = - flc ' g-1/2 g -1/2 lrl\o gl/2 + ~ rJl.1J;iJl. t :;pr~ S.fl.p.1f -:qiiJA sr.}lo1f + ~ &.n.jA rJA."t d!'d.l~J.13J.!O 1 
_ 11e 1 2 - 6 - - 0 
- - '2 
ttc 
-"2 
• The second inte~al va.nishes "wing to the antisynnnetry of t r~.i [r 01.1 rfS] 1 
(2.12), and the fact that i.. M = 0. We are left with 
, Vl.a 
(3.48) 
c. The Electromagnetic Rield. 
Although not normally regarded as a "matter field, If the el,ectromagnetic 
• 
field has, from the viewpoint of the gravitational field, exactly the same footing 
as any matter fie~d, The Lagrangian density is given by (3.17). The field 
equations have the fo nn 
_ ". _ 'Vcr ( ) o - -F)A ; 11 ..... g Api 11~ - AlI;JAtr 
I 
When the gauge is chosen so that the generalized Lorentz condition AJAj)A = ° 
is satisfied, the field equations may be written 
o = g -vtr (Api 1I~ - A1JitrP. + AlI/ (1")10 - AV;)A(/" ) 
- ')ItrA ')I tr R ,.. A - g )Ai 1Irr - g IT pll .,.. (3.50) 
= g"V ~i'JItr + Rp 11 All 
Here again the curvature of space-time prevents the field from exac~ sa~fying 
the generali zed Kle n equation (in this case, for K = 0). Equations (3.43) 






where S is the spin nUItlber of the field in question (3 = 1/2 for Dirac field, 
S = 1 for electromatnetic field.) It may be inferred that equation (3.51) 
is generally valid for fields Q ... having a pure spin number, i. e. corres-
, po~ding to particles of only one spin variety, and hence satisfying certain 
supplementa~ conditions, such as the generalized Lorentz condition, which 
elim; nate particles of lower spin number. 
The symmetric stress tensor of the electromagnetic field is 
• (3.52) 
4. Ene"'~ Moment i and the Gravitational Field. 
Transfonnations and the e. 
The energy, moment'utn, and spin angular momentmu of the gravitational 
field are most conveniently defined in tel1ns of the well-known first order 
differential Lagrangian 
-
-p / = _.!. 1/2 )1-1) ( ~ -
c( 
0.... G (3 g g )All P 
1 1/2)J-lI «0- (3T = - g g g g 2.9)AT;1I9 t1jA -9~"..,.a 4p 1- ; J 
(4.1) 
~~-~~ JP~~~ +~P~J~ ~~« 
which is obtained from the Lagrangian (3.2) by discarding a divergence term. 
In terms of t~ the tensor G)A1I is given by 
ai../ 
G G 
l' . -1/2 
= ~ g - (4.2) 
agj#-V • 
The gravitational energy-momentum conservation law may be obtained by 





F M)lV = 1/2 (MM lItr -M"" JAfT"V -MM"" JJ.. ) trll = - F 1"'\ (4.3) 
1 2 12« lItr • 







where T I "= MJI'-
- 21-
(4.5) 
and TG)A- = -gfl(~J}A + )A G (4. 6 ) 
ago(~J )I 
Equ~tion (4.4) may be given p~sical significance by considering t he case 
in which the gravitational and matter fields are confined to a limited region 
of space. The fields m~ then be pictured as being confined within a suitable . 
tube in space-tjme. Choose any coordinate system which goes over into flat 
Minkowskian form outside of this tube. Then treat these coordinates as 
~nkowski.an. That is, inside the tube introduce a new metric, the 
fla. t Kronecker metric 8p.1I J which has nothing to do with the tensor g)Avwhich 
dwscribes the gravitational field. Let ~ be any 3-dimensional unbounded sur-
face whieh is space-like -with respect to this new metric. Then ; ntroduee the 
integral 
1lJl'- = ~ 
c (4.7) 
where the directed surface element d.0"'1I is defined with respect to the new 
metric. ~~ evidently transforms like a 4-vec~r under Lorentz transformations 
and, in virtue of (4.4),' is indep~ndent of the surface rr . A much more im-
• 
portant property of l' is its invarianee i.lnder gener.al coordinate transfo 
tions which take place inside the tube contai ning the fields. Thi s invariance 
has 
12 
long been known. 
• 
a I 
Its demonstration is rendered eas.y by considering the 
. 
• 
12 A. Einstein, Berl. Ber. (1918), p. 488 • 
• 
value of 'PJA- at two different surfaces (J 1 and (J 2- et its value at these 
, :L. 
two surfaces be respectively 'PjoA and 'Pfo before the interior coordinate 
transformation, 
I I 
and 'P"u- and afterwards, Introduce now a second interior 
coord; nate transformation to a set of coord; nates which coinCide, up to deri-





and with the transformed coordinates at (j 1... Denote the corresponding values 
I " 2. I' J II f 
of 'P,.u.. in this case by 1>)01- and 'P..AA. By construction we have l' ~ = l' ~ and 
and, in virtue of (4.4), of course, and 
'" a." ? .P- = l' JI'o • The result is now evident • 
The flat metric O~lI which is introduced for the construction of 'Pp. 
may be regarded as the metric of a --
Pi rani and Schild (loc. cit.) use the t erm "amorphous spaceu to eE:press the 
same idea. 
dina tes JP'" with real space. With respect to the background space the components 
g,JA"V of the true metric of real ace are simply the field var:iJ.ables of the gra-
vi tational field. . From the vielVpoi n t of the background space only Lorentz 
transformations have invariant significance, and TG~ 11 and T~fo v may be re-
garded as ordinary tensorsJ) and 'Pp as an ordinary 4-vector. TGp.lI is the 
• 
canonical energy-momen tensor of the gravitational field, and ~~ is the 
energy momentum 4-vector of the combined gravitational and matter fields. Equa-
tion (4.4) expresses the 11l"N of conservation of energy and momentum. 
From the point of view of the background space a general coordinate 
transfonnation may be regarded as producing a gauge transfo.pllation in the gra-
vitational and accompanying matter fields. We shall call such a gauge trans-
formation a transfolmatio , or, simply, a --.; transforma-
tioD.. Equations (3.13 - 3.15) then become the defining equations of an infini-
tesimal G-gauge transformation, the displaoement 8AJA being the G- ---
meter. The concept of general covariance, which applies to real space, is, in 
the baekground space, replaced by the concept of G-gauge ; nvariance. The La-
grangian functions i.~ andt M are altered, under G-gauge transformations, only 






although the tensors TG)I-"II and T~ 'II are not themselves G-gauge invariant, 
the vec tor 1'.,u. • ~s. 
A spin angular momentum tensor for the gravitational field may be 
introduced by the usual method" of which the procedure out]; ned in section 3" 
for the matter field" is merely a covariant generalization. The invariance 
of i.~ 1.1nder Lorentz transformations leads to the equation 
M
s ,., JIo..2. 1/2G 11 2 1/2 )A. Gp'U(J".IfT == TGJ"o - TG"1I - (i g ]A + ~ g G1I 
11 1/20 " 1/2 0 JJ-== TG)I- - TGJJ)J- + g 0"")1- - g OM'll (4.8) • 
S "0 'I.' a i~ 
~ )A 11<1" ::: - ..2,. G g 11 'r - a g ... 
ag,... 'rJD" g 11'1";C7' • 
S 
where (4.9) 
All the j ndices on the gravitational spin angular momentum teasor llCi)l-vcr 
are wti tten in the lower position since it has SigId ficance o~ with respect 
to lorentz transformations in the vaekground space. A syuDnetric stress tensor 
may likewise be defined for the gravitational field. Now, if, in the deriva-
tion of the conservation law (4.4), we had taken equation (3.16) as our star-
ting point instead of equation (3.34), we would have obtained the result 
" 1/2 " (4.ll) 
H d f · . ~, - , 1 2( e 11 + ~ po ) (4 12) ence, e ~mng 'OM)Jo"- ~-g - M)A OM "II • 
the conservation law 
o. (4.13) 
The energy momentum 4-vector 'P p. may be defined in terms of the combi ned 
symmetric stress tensor 9)100",(==0 ,)Av+e~}Iov ) just as well as in tems of the 
combi ned oanon; cal tensor T,u.v (== TGJoA 11 + T~"","1I ), for the latter may also be 
wl'i t ten in the form • 
ai' 
T 11 == -gDi"'J1- og - Qi ~ r· «~/)J ) 
(4.14) 
and the former in the form 
9""" v == T.)A" - F .AA 11 ~ .,.. , ( 4.15 ) 
where F"II is a tensor which depends on the spin properties of the combined 
fields. Since the integral .c. Flo\"~ cia-v van; shes on account of the theorem 
;; T.,~ acr" =;;.~" cld"'p. and the antis;YlIIl!letry of F Al.V"- in its last two indices, 
we have 'Pfo - t 1 T,,».v <l(T'z, = ;-S 9)4vd€1I- By a simi] ar argument 
r .... <1" 
'D _ 1 "1J 1/2 
rfo - - ;; (TG,P- + g 0M)A1I}d<i~. 





a.nd the total angular moment1JtQ tensor by 
1 1 \. S 
Jfo'1/ = -1 Mu..vo- dO"r = -I... (M.,u.yf1" + M~1Icr )d6"r c ~ ~- c ~ (4.17) 
where MJAvr = 'lJA T.,,~ - s'VTpO""'. .(4.18) 
L.. 
(M)4yfr is the canon; cal orbital angular momentum tensor.) JI'l'V is inde-
pendent of () because of the conservation law 
M)04"fr"tr = o. (4.19) 
and, by an argument identical with that given for To>"v. , its G-gauge invariance 
is readily made evident. 
Although?p. and J~" are G-gauge invariant, the stress tensor e)l-'" , 
in spite of its symmetry, is not. This fact corresponds to a result obtained 
by Fierz. ·~ The free gravitational field (i.e. free from interaction even with 
-
Fierz, Helv. Phys. Acta, 12, 3 (1939). 
, , -
itself) is a massless spin :2 field, and Fierz has shovnl that the sYlnmetric 
stress tensor of any massless field of spin greater than 1 is not gauge invariant 
even though gauge invariance is maintained for the integrated quantities 1>~ and 
J.M" • This lack of gauge inva.riance is related to a lack of Positive definite-
ness in the energy density of higher spin fields, whether they be massless or 
not, which was also shown by Fierz. Since, for the gravitational field, only 
the integrated quantities are G-gauge invariant, a precise characterization of 
the distribution of energy; momehtum, or angula.r momentum in the gravitational 
field is impossible. For example, a no~-vanishing stress tensor may be created 
out of an i ni tially vanishing one si mply by effecting a G-gauge transformation. 
This implies also that the sign of the energy density can, at any point, be 
altered so as to become positive or negative at will, by changing the G-gauge. 
Physical significance can be attached, therefore, only to the integrated qu.an-
• 
tities. . 
The G-gauge invariant viewpoint and the mathematical presence of the 
background space tend to obscure the existence of real space and the geometrical 
• 
interpretation of the theor.y. Real e is even further obscured in the quan-
tuul theory. For there, since me tensor becomes a quantum operator, 
real spac~ itself becomes quantized in a peculiar sort of way. These facts, , 
together with the necessity for introducing the background space in order to 
construct a Hamil toman formalism for eff ecting this quantization, mi ght incline 
one to renounce the real i ty 0 f real e in favor of the reality of the back-
ground space. But one cannot asc re ty to the background space. In the 
first place a G-gauge transfonnation produces what would, with respect to the 
background space, be a very observable change, for example, in a very real quan-
tity such as the current density or the electromagnetic. field. And secondly, 
as we have seen, even the symmetric stress te~sor cannot be used to lend reality 
to the background space by yielding a precise characterization of the distribu-






5. The Approximation Method. 
s • 
For the purpose of calculating specific gravitational effects we 
shall introduce a variant of the well kn01".'Il "weak-field" appro xi mation method. 
We shall assmne that it is possible to introduce a coordinate system into the 
space-time manifo~d, with respect to which the metric tensor takes the form 
(5.1) 
. 
where the hp ." are small compared to 11ni ty. The h....,. 10> measure the deviation 
of space-time from flatness. Instead of following the more customary procedure 
of expressing this deviation as a series expansion in powers of a small para-
. meter, the h~"" will, for the time being, be allowed to denote the fn] J gravi-
tational potentials. -
Since all subsequen~ discussion will be aarried on in the G-gauge in-
variant language of the background space, we shall replace the coordinate s.ym-
, , • 
boIs s)l- by the more COIIL.'Tlon symbols~)A • The index is written in the lower 
posi tion on the -x.JA since the 't-)4 will only be subjected to Lorentz transfo 1 
tions. Si nce OI"'V is wrentz invariant, h)l-v is an ordinary symrnetric tensor 
, 
in the background space. When expressed in tenns of hfoV , the G-gauge trans-
formation law (3.15) takes 'the form 
(5.2) 
in which the index on the G-gauge parameter has been lowered for the sake of 
unifonni ty. 
• 
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, , , , , 
iM M h + 0 M ~ (5.5) ag. 0 0 , 
hl(A h )A • 
o r 'I 
et . 
The subscript 0 indicates that the quantity j nside the parentheses is to be 
evaluated by setting gp..-r1 = 5p.'II and g "'J c- :; o. 
Directly into this appro:ximation scheme will be fitted a standard per-
turbation method based on th~ weakness of gravitational coupling, as measured 
• 
by the sma] 1 ness of the oonstant • antities will be classified as to 
• -order 0 f ma.gni tude depend; ng on the power of 1. which they ; nvol vee The 
-gravitational potentials h}&v are dently of the order of magni tude 0 f ra :a. • 
~antities may therefore equi alently be classified as to order depending on 
the of the gr tational potentials which they involve. This gives 
the explanation for the spperscripts appeal'i ng over the terms in the expan 
sion (5.3). 
• 
For many purposes it is convenient to i ntrodllce another set of ~ield 
va 1'i ables c:p )Ao 'II given ' by 
h ." - 1/2 6 11 hcTcr 
• 
(5.6) 
Tbi s change in variables corresponds, j n first order, to rephe; ng the metri c 
tensor g 11 by the contravariant metric tensor densi ty gl/2g.)J."V as the fl1Dda-
mental tity describing the grav~tational field.15 The tensors f"All' and ~v 
• 
Cf. R. C. To an, Relativity, Tbermodynami os and Cosmology, Oxford (1934), 
ection 87, pp. 222-225 • 
• 
• I 
are related to each 0 ther like the • tensors R 11 and G~"the 1 denotes 
the first order part). Evidently andh v = --















sions themselves, of various useful field qua,nti ties: 
+ 1/8 (hpJ4 hllJl - 2hp"V hpll ), + , . · , 
I 
R)I. ."",. = 1/2(hp 'r/1ltt' - h)o\dj"'''' - h.,,'Ij)lot"' + h"'~)4'" ) 
, 
G~" = 1/2 h.,Ml'"cr __ -h}4fil'tt' -
., 












I +2.. -'1: 











The notation + •• •• or _ •••• will always be understood to ' signify that the un-
written terms are of a higher order than the highest which occurs explicitly. 
The expansions (5.7) and (5.8) are obtained by simple application of the bi-
, 
nomi.al theorem. The convergence of 8.1 J expansions introduced, of eourse, ae-
pends on the smallness of h)A1I • 
The construction of correspondi ng expansions for quanti ties appearing 
in the spinoI' formalism is hindered by the fact tha.t the rJloo and .ncr are not 
well defined functions of the g)AlJ • The simplest way to make rp. and 1l..cr 
well defined is to construct them from the ordinary Dirac operators 'Y.)o\ by inte-
grating (2.14) and (2.17) along a straight line path in the lO-dimensional spa.ce 
of the g)AlI • One then obtains 
rJl" = ~"..." '>'v , ~)AV = 6}L1'-: i 'h)04v+ oJ ~ h.)4C1C bel( 11 
~Lt 
- .... , (5.14) 
which is a simple bin.omial expansion. This prodedure, however, destroys the 
contaavariant vector nature of rJA.. In the first place, since the 'Y'J04 are to 
• 
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be kept constant, rJ"- does not transform like a vector under Lorentz trans-
\ 
fonnation. In the second place, r)l-) when defined by (5.14), does not trans-
fonn properly under G-gauge transformations. The first problem can, of course, 
be solved by the usual method of placing the burden of IJ:>rentz transformation 
• 
upon the spinors in the theory. The second problem can likewise be solved by 
mald.ng the spiners share the burden of G-gauge transformation. According to 
(3.13), rJl'- should obey the G-gauge transformation law 
~ rJ"- = r)4,l' bAv - r'V O~/" = .J9 }Ao"JC7' S Atr - ~ crv ~ /yAJtT) '1'JJ I 
whereas, according to (5.14), it obeys the law 
S rJA = c5fg').4'" Tv 
= EJI-"'JtT 61\,. - t ~A)AJ~ --i:cSA~)Ao - i ),J"-ocG~'1I+ : ~CIt &A~oc -i h"OI. SA"JJ4 + lhll l1( S ~JO(+ .... 7'" 
The difference can be made up by an infinitesimal spin space rotation S = 1+11 
Explici tly , [~J ~ ] = Ji)l-,," (~rJl'_ s r)lo. ) 
(s. IS) 
where {g'p" denotes the inverse to Jg)Av. The solution of (5.15) is obtained 
with the use of (2.11) and we find that the G-gauge transformation law for a 
spinor has the form 
• 
• 
~ 'lfJ + 1pJ)A 61\)4 - ~ 1j; 
(5.16) 
The construction of ..ncr may be readily carried out by multiplying the 
identi ty r~/,,, + t~s rC( = - [1l.cs:. rJl' ] by Jg)l-v. One ob:bains 
(~~ rJo'- ] = - .Ji)A'II Ji 1ItrJ tr 'Y..- - Jg)4'\1 _-:. }.rg.-ttt' ?'.,. 
_ ~)A" r;::oeT + . r;:}o'll [d.ff' v] ~ O(~ 'Y ... 
\I g g."o(, oJ g J' \I g J" g ., 
= - -fg"''' g."" Jg~r+ 1~2..rg"'v (-got~t1" +~« -g«~)1 ) no{"- 'rtf" 
= - 1/2 JgJol'CIt go(~ ap"Jd'" _Jillo( sgPJA
J
t1" + .JiJA-CI( g(1"OC
J
P Jg (311 
-- . . _.ij'l'O( <3croe
J
p ~t9j.\ 'Y." 













.n cr = 1/16 ,up. /1} ... [cr,4l J 711 ] 
• 
• 
= 1/16 ~~,,-hll~}t- + 1/4 (2h~o( h,,~~ - 2h '1l0( h~'i" -2h)Ao( htll~" + 
+ 2hl''' hot~,v.. -hpoc hct~cr + hlloc h«)o'J') +.... [¥}A.J?'",.,] 
.,0."" ent\, e $ es 




a •• ",,,.,...., 
..... ,. I'WI! 




T~jng the divergence of (.5.18) one obtains cp,:~-v = f~~'" + &1\.M,1I" + ••••• 
• 
To first order, G-guage transformation is a linear process, and a finite G-
• 
gauge transformation lllay' be represented by a finite G-gauge parameter A)A. 
By integrating in the 4-dimensional space of the AJA from the origin to a value . 
A)A satisfying I\)AJ1Iv:' - CP.)A'V,.", ,one m.ay carlY out a G-gauge ·.transformation 
which makes the divergence of ct..MV van; sh to first order. 
• ••• = o • (5.19) 
Condition (5.19) is quite analagous to the . Lorentz condition in electrodynamics, 
• 
• I 
and when it is satisfied, the tensor G)o\ 11 take s the particularly simple form 
• , 
G)411 = 1/2 f )A.1I.1 ()(o( • (5.20) 
Condition (5.19) may be used to eValuate the eon stant (3 • That is, 
condition (5.19) defines those .real space coordinate systems in which we seem . 
unconsciously to make our measurements; for the resulting equations describe 
what we actually observe to a high degree of accuracy. We need consider only 
~ 
static fields. Fo r such fields the gra~tational potentials h)A" are of 
t 
the first order interaction term i.. M in the Lagrangian (5.3). Except for a 
t e 
possible ignorable divergence iM is equal simply to 'i '~l1 eM~'" or 
o • 









field, therefore, the 
(l/ 
i.. = t...G + 1/2 
- 30 -
appropriate Lagrangian function is 
o 0 
~ 11 e~)411 - 1/4 ~)AP eM "II;a) • (5.21) 
• 
The field equations are the Einstein field equations to first order, which, 
"'Ji th the G-gauge condition (5.19), take the form 
• (5.22) 
The canonical energy momentum tensor for the Lagrangian (5.21) is 
• 
Q 
T~.", + 5)A 11 ( 1/2 <P~c-a eM I!\(l - ~ c:f> aM {'(.I (5.23) 
o 
and satisfies the equation ~~1J ::: 1/2 ~((~ E)"'at(lJP - 1/4 cf~O(eM~~.IM which 
shows expli ci tly the constancy in time of the to tal field energy when the 
• 
matter distribution is static. Using (5.13),(5.19) and (5.22) we find for 





= - 1/4~o(~efj\0(~ + ~ ~o(O( eM~(l 






which implies CP)AlIfr ) (5.25) 
The total field energy becomes in this case 
(J ~ c4 m. m E = - 1/8 f'+'+ eM '+'+ cl tf - Z J. (5.26) - - 32rr " I r.- r. i,j J. J 




where G is the experimentally determined gravitational constant. 
The constant ~ can also be determined from qynamical considerations • 
Return; ng momentarily to the covariant general coordinate no tation of real 







having charge e and mass m moving in an ; mpressed grav:i:lational-ele ctro~ 




2 = mc 
-
• • 
'S)o\o{ s ) 's '" (s ) 
J.. 




where eSCS) is the 4-d;mensional delta function,17 S)4= ':S~s) denotes the 
• 
16 Forms (5.28) and (5.29) are essentially due to Dirac. Cf. Phys. Rev. 74 
(1948), p. 818, equation (5). 
17 g -1/2( S) cS (s - S (5) is evidently an invariant. 
space-time path of the particle in of a parameter s whose values range 
• 
from - 00 to 00 as the particle proceeds from the remote past to the remote fu-
t\lre, and the dot dene tes differentiation with respect to s. The correctness 
of forms (5.28) and (5.29) may be checked by evaluating them in a special 
Minkowski frame in flat space-time. '!he total charge is given by 18 
Q = S)4(,!) dcTp = eS ro{!'a._lJ.($~~(!3_~3lS»)O(~O_lO(S s\1.s 3d.'3()+""'] = e 
(j c:r 
and is independent of the surface ($" since the form (5.28), as may be readily 
shown, has vani shing divergence. The fom (5.29), on the other hand, does not 
The surface element d!r defined by three displacements d. $~ 
~ 
is given by 
dO- = g)-'I'" .. . ... g ) "II.! 
here E. . . d. ~J.\' .... ..1. ~,u.l 
~t"'" l.~ ~IS Q."3 S 
= d. l)A 
~ 
\ -
• The surface element 
I 
d() multiplied by its upit normal vector may be defined by dcr)A = ig"i.~ ... "«,,T'c1cr"'cr ... 
and when the displacements di ~Jo'- are deten!li ned by the coordinate lattice, 
, ' 
reduces to (d cr ) = . gi. (Jl1.J.!s ! 4 do!' 13 l * <1\'J.}4 ~+ I ' J~ 1:1 ) JoI'- l. ) ~,I • 
The voltnne element dw defined by fo~ displacements d'1l$IJ. is given by a 
I 
similar expression: 





. )AI ' "J" If. 1 )AI 't:!)1.,+ un.. th eli 1 t where dw = W. £V,,"lI ... d..", ~ ... , clv,+ ' • ".uen e sp acemen s . , 
are determined by the coordinate lattice, dw reduces to dw = - J \Iei la.di3cll '. I 




where is the surface of a region .n.. , and is a contravariant 
• 




have identically vanishing divergence. One must, rather" ~:...;...;.;..;.. a conservation 
law upon (5.29), whereupon the equations of motion of the particle become at 




The imposition of the conservation law (3.25) leads to the equations of motion 
e . . ~ F)J-11 d'1'" = 0 • (5.31) --d'f mc d'T' 
For vanishing charge these are the familiar geodesic equations~ 
In returning to the notation of the background space one must be 
'f 
careful to distinguish between the bac und r time Aand the true er 
time "r • Writing 
-d'r 
• d~ 
-. 1 •. 1 - 2 h.,M"tI ('l (tr") 'i.)4(rr ) . ~1I ('r ) 
c 
1/2 (5.32) , 
where x)l- = S)4 = 's)A(if) = %)A (tr ) denotes the particle path al.erna.tively 
in real e or in the background space, one is led, in the case of an un-----
charged particle, from (5.31) to the ponderomotive equations 
d2 1 (~<t,. ) dxe cDcif' , 
d~ 
dxr ,. + 
d~ -6-c""'2~ d tor d 'r d ... d'r 
=0 (5.33) 
in which terms of order higher than the first have been. neglected, and where 
(va-tor) (5.34) 
Since ["d)~] + [ MoJV] + [Pll.l C" ] = 1/2()olll"" ), equations (5.33) are consistent 
, 
• 
with the necessalY identit.y U~ 
. 
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dUe = 0 
dtr 
If the gra-
v~tional field is static and. of the form (5.25), then hll = h22 = h33 
= -h44 :: - 1/2f 44' hp'1l = 0 for)/'- # v , and equations (5.33) reduce to 
2 ' ~a. v" 
dUo 1 + c'a. C 1 + e'3. 
~ + 1 ~ + ~"''+JJ (5.35) u. u. =0 't'to) ~ 4 , ~ J dtf' 4 y: v"" 1 - 1 - ~ c" e 
where vis the veloci ty of the particle in the background space. Equa tions 
• 









1 + 2 
c 
44,i = 0 , 
• 
(5.36) 
v'-which, except for the factor 1 + -- , has a very Newtonian appearance. For 
c 
small'velocities equation (5.36) describes the motion of a particle of mass m 
in a force field of potential T 44 = - -.~ Evidently, we 
i ' 
are again led 1D the identification (5.27). It may be observed, incidentally, 
, 
that equation (5.36) shows explicitly the well knovnl double accelerating effect 
which a gravitational field has on a particle, e.g. a photon, vilich moves wi th 
the velocity " equal to c. 
, 
Two very pretty results may be obtained by obse IVing that equa.tiona 
• 
(5.33) may, to first order, be derived from a La.grangian of 'the form 
and a Ham:iltonian jntroducecl: H=~r)lo. - L = 
U,.., UG'" (5.37) 
= mU)-l + mh)A'aI U)I + _m """l!!:2~ h '1Icr ~ U." Ucr 
2c 
2 = - ~mc. To first order, 
the U loA may be expressed in terms of the fp. by 
-- I m 
and the Hamiltonian in the form 
_ 1 












This Hami J tonian may be applied in a quantulll mechani cal treatment of the inter-
action of the particle with the gaavitational field. If we make the transition 
, then the equation H = - ~ m C ~ 
, I 
is replaced by an operator equation ~'i H ~ - £ W\c,1.<3'i 1/J, in which the factor i 
• 
.!.. 
g z. has been included in order to make a comparison with field equations derived 
from a Langrangian density. If we use the simplest method of S~JUmetrizing the 
operatOrs h )l.1I fpo fll and ~)A fllf" so as to make them Hermitian, which is simply 
to write them in the fo nns f ~ np.:aI ~'Y 
takes the explicit form 
then this operator equation 
Jt2.. .... 2. , 'd ~ Q 
_ on a + . h - ..2- .,1-. ~c:L , 
2.~ i](:i. 2. dX,Uo " v d~ 't' - - , . ( + 2: hl'J' 
~ r- ~ ~ 
or = ! 0 • 
(5.40) 
But equation (5.hO) is, to first order, simply the genera.ljzed Klei~- Gordon 
I 
equation (3.39) multiplied by gi: • 
• 
If the particle is a Dirac particle, a square root of the Hamiltonian 
must appear in the wave equation rather than the Hamiltonian itself. The 
sjmplest such square root is, to first order, 
• 
, ( I 
.H . -l2.~ 'r.,u.. Pfo - "2,. hp.."f" (5.41) 
. After synnnetrization of the operators in obvious fashion, the wave equation 
• M' 
31:. JH ~ = t 1. c:. <31: takes the form 
or 
~)I- (~IJI'o + i h",oclP/J"" +- * ~acet/~ "\jJ - -I. h.,M1f1kv -~ h,u.lIJ 1I'f +K (t + i: hO(t()~ =' Q • 
• 
(5.42) 
And equation (5.42) is, to first order, simply t~e generalized Dirac equation 
I 
















The Hamiltonian formulation of the fllinearized" gran tational 
field equations is ; ntroduced. The longitudinal field components may 
• be eliminated with the help of t;wo auxiliary vector fields ~ and A~ 
The interaction Hamiltonian densit.r for the interacting gravitational and 
scalar meson fields is constructed.. When the longitudinal gravi ta tional 
field is eliminated, a ttNewtonianfl term is introduc'ed inm the inter-
action. G-gauge transfo .lUI tions are discussed from the point of view of 
the interaction representation. 
Perturbation approximation methods are applied in the calculation 
of the mesic stress induced in the vacuum by an impressed geavi tational 
field. The induced stress is found to be logarithmically divergent and 
structure dependent, and hence not interpretable as a stress renormalization. 
The gravitational self-mass of the scalar meson is next calculatedi, and is 
found to be ambiguous, depending, 1x> second order, on what gravitational 
tensor is chosen with which to make power expansions. By appropriate 
choice of this tensor the self-mass ca.n, however, be made to assume the 
unique fim te value 6 m = -( G/ ,,"'" The self-energy operator, itself, 
remains quadratically divergent. 
The same calculations are also carried out for the interacting 
gravitational and electromagnetic fields. In order that the supplementary 
lorentz condition always be maintained, it is shown that every G-gauge 
transfOlmation must be accompanied by a transformation in the electromagnetic 
gauge. 
• 
The vacuum induced electromagnetic stress is found to be 
also logarithmically divergent and structure dependent. Owing to the 
tracelessness of the stress tensor, on the other hand, the self-energy 





ON THE: APFLICA TION OF QUANTUM PER'l'URBATION THEORY 
TO GRA VITA TIONAL INTE:RACTIONS. 
• 
II. INTERACTI9N REPRESENTATION, VACum~ INDUCED Sl'RE:SS, SELF-ENERGIES 
OF MESON AND PHOIDN. 
Bryce Seligman DeWitt 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts • 
• 
1. The "Free If Gran ta tional Field. 
t~e 1 
In previous paper the Einstein-Mie theor.y of gravitational inter-
19.50). This paper will hereafter be denoted by (I). 
actions has been discussed, the notion of ttG-gauge transformationU in a uback-
ground space" has been introduced, and, finally a.n approximation method for 
calculating specific physical effects has been outlined. One assumes that it 
is po ssible to introduce a coordina.te system in to the space-time man; fold, with 
respect to which the metric tensor takes the form g".1J &,a" + h " , -where the 
h are small compared to un; ty. One then expands the Lagrangian of the com-
/ 
bined gravitational 
01 I , ~. : I..G +1..,. 
and matter fields in ascending powers 
F • l ~ 
+ I. M i- '-f#t + IW\ i-' • ,. • 
..,: (Here, all the higher 0 !'der terms in the expansion of "-... 
of the h • 
(1.1) 
have been lumped 
. 
together under the single designation , self) G • This method of approximation 
differs from the well-known "weak field'· appro:ximation only :in the fact that 
h -v is not, itself, expanded in ascending powers of some small parameter. 
interaction of the graviaational field with itself and hence, in the quantized 
theo ry, a] 1 the terms which are ambiguous by reason 0 f conta; ni ng non-coDimuti ng 
factors. In this paper we shall consider only problems in which it is never 
necessary to examine the explicit form of l.~ self. 




Since the work will be carried out in an interaction representation, 
Cl according to the Schwinger-TOmOnag~ invariant prescription, it will be neces-
, 
• 
sary to have available the mathematical properties of the quantized "freen 
o~ 
or "linearized" gravitational field which is des<?ribed by the Lagrangian It;,. 
0, 
(It may be objected that the field described by i.. G co ITesponds to the physi-
cally real gravi ta tional field only in a very limi ted sense. But such an 
objection is no more nor less valid than a corresponding objection to the whole 
philosophy of perturbation theo~ and the interaction representation.) The La-
o~ 
grangian lG , in the form 
o I , I 
- (1.2) 
(see (I, 5. 12) ), where cp)A'JI = hpv - 1/2 $.A1I herr and p is the gravita-
tional coupling constant, cannot be used directly in the construction of a 
Hamil toni an formalism since the conjugate momenta. do no t tum out to be alge-e 
braically independent. The Hamiltonian formuJation is, however, readily carried 
0, 
out if we replace t..ta by 
which simply omi ts . the mi ddle term of 
condition 
=' 0 
- -i cP J4.JAJ r tP2I..,) fiT 




on the state vector of the quantized field (see (I, 5.19». Condition (1.4) 
is analagous to the Lorentz condition of quantllm electrodynami cs. The field 
A 
equations generat ed by i:. G are 
=0 
which, together with their contracted form, imply 










written as eigenvalue equations 
• 
=' 0, (1.7) 
• The tensor G)l'" is defined in (I), equation (5.11). 
Conjugate momenta 1TJA'" 
A 
I () lG , 
may be introduced by the definition 
(1.8) 
'P"',"- ~, 
where ~~ is an arbitrar.y time-like uhit vector2 in the background space. 
, , • • , 2 Unit tjme-like vectors will always be given a negativ~ time-like orientation 
in correspondence to the customary practice of giving such negative orienta-
tation to the uni t normals to a space-like surface. A proper Lorentz trans-
formation can always then be made which brings n~ into the form ( ra.,v. )=(D.lO.l~-&' ) • 
• s , • I 9 • • 
It is to be noted, however, that in virtue of the symmetry of f~1I , 1Tp)l 
and 1T.",.. are not independent quailti ties. The true momentum conjugate cbo cp,."11 
• 
is 2l'r)4'11 for p.:F'1J and T,)4Y for)A=". If c:Tn(lC) is a flat space-like 
surface perpendicular to raJ'- and passing through "¥- , and f( x) is an arbitrary 
function of x, then the following oommutation relations may immediately be written. 
I f-l")r~~",(x).Iirr,. x')]clcr / -
(1",,(1.) 
I fex') ;>~~(ll)J 1r'trtr(X')] cieri - i.i; SJoAr f(x) 
CSft(1l ) 
Using the inverse to (1.8), namely nr1}A"'"" - -¥t 








where, in virtue of the Lorentz invariance of the theory, the flat surface 0'"", ex) 
• 
is replaced by an arbitrar.y surface tr passing through x. Equations (1.6) 
and (1.9) together imply 
• 
( .., ~).I ;>.,.. .... ex ') ] = i*"p t. ( 
3 Since [ 1',," ()C).1 fG"~T el('l ] 
sistent \nth these relations. 




= 0, the supplementary condition (1.4) is con-
• 
• • $ • 





identical commutation relations. 
[ h~.., ()Co)) hrT ex 'l) ~1;p t ('.,...., ,,,., + '""aT 6",- cS.J." S cr., ) '])(x-)C I) . (l.ll) 
As we have noted in (I), G-gauge transformation is, to first order, 
a linear process. Under a .~gauge transfo tion the linearized field ~~V 
is transformed according to 
(1.12) 
where A)It. is the now finite G-gauge parameter. Equations (1.4) and (1.6) re-
main invariant under G-gauge transformations fo r which the parameter Ap satis-
fies the wave equation 0 2./\,..:. c). This invariance may be used to carr.v out 
a covariant elimjnation of the longitudinal components of the linearixed gravi-
tational field by a procedure precisely analagous to that employed by Schwinger4 
4 Phys. Rev. 74, 1439 (1948), section 3. 
. = . 
to eliminate the longitudinal electromagnetic field components. 
One; introduces two vector fields A~ A~ (in analogy 'Wi th Schwinger' 51 
scalar fields 1\ and A I ) which sa tiafy the following equations. 
2. It. ~ A' C "p. - 0 J C , 'JA ;" 




In virtue of equation (1.16) the supplementary condition (1.4) may evidently 
be replaced qy the condition 
0 , (1.17) 
If, now, a special G-gauge. is introduced, by mea.ns of the G-gauge transfonna.tion 
f)&'11 + ";'1 11 + A~)4 - 6,M~ A~,.. -nJA"'cr(A-..,cr -A':'., .. ) 
(1.18) 






I the relations 
I 
=0 (1.19) 
which indicate that the transformation has completely eliminated the longi-
tudinaJ components . 
In order to obtain the commutation relations satisfieCB. by Ap.lA~ 
, 1-
')A..J it is necessary to introduce two new functions, lJ(x} and,o (x) which 
satisfy the eqUations5 
I 
02. b - 0 
~ 
(1.20) 
$ h '(x) is Schwin~erl s function I:J (x). If one -wishes ~o car~ out a com-
plete program of covariant elimination of the longitudinal components of 
all higher-spin massless fields (including ha1f-integral-spin fields), it 
is necessary to introduce a hierarchy of functions A s~tisfying 
" ft-\ " " 0 
oa..tJ = ~.1 lJ = r\~ n 11 ",.)1.11 ::- ()~ d~ lJ '" n = 0", '.1 2.1 • • .. IJ = D . 
, 
where the operator a)A is defined by 
(1.21) 
2-
The explicit construction of ~ for a special coordinate system is given in 
the appendix (A.17). By direct substitution into equation.s (1.14 - 1.18) the 
validity of the following commutation reJa tions may be verified. 
[Ap.ex).1 A" (X.')] [,,~ (x).1 "~(x')] 
I ~ ~ ~ 
Lit p(. (4)AlIll- i npn"..cb".", -i nl'n.,.l),~cr -~ lJ'JAlI (X-leo') (1.22) 
o (1.23) 
I ." I. I 
I l. ' ~ . '- 2-
-1: .,Jol'lNJ' -i n_n.,. ~..,.r~ -'1 n,n .. ~T~ - h,,-n,.. ~/"1'''' (x-x') (1.25) 
, 
(1.26) 







(1.2,2 - 1.26) and turns out to be a rather lengthy expressio'n. If, however, 
, one introduces the operator 
, 
• 
J.p.v : TO (&.J4"11+np.)1,,) (1.21) 
this expression can be greatly reduced. A straightfo mard but tedious cal-
culation shows that , 
, 
The operator ci.)l" satisfies the relations 
which may be used to show the consistency of (1.28) with equations (1.19). 
Equations (1.23) and (1.26) sho"Jv that Ap.1"~ and cJ>.Jt4"J1 are dynamically 
, 
and Ap. to-independent. Of the 10 independent components of 
gether account for 8, leaving 2 to be accountea for by cf>,..'II. These two 
"transverse" components of 4>.)411 correspond to the two possible polarization 
states of a linearized gravitational wave. 
0, 
The canoni cal energy-momentwn tensor constructed from tG may be shown 
A 
to differ from that constructed from t..,. in amount given by 





""""! a 0 (1.30) . , 
, 
( -i;. p,,) d (T 11 = 
fI'" 
cl6"" =b (1.31) '= 
replaced by CP.)AlI If " in the defining equations for TG}l'l' • JA'" J.S 
o " then PG,. = PG)tA • 
. 
The s1.gnificance of this 4-vector as a displacement 
• 
operator is still retained provided all field dependent quantities are e=pressed 
o 






I ,,- and 
+.!. 
Co 
where f[I\~-";'] is some fUDction of ~- and its first and second deriva-
tives. Since AJI> - ~ commutes with itself at any two points of space-time and 
is everywhere dynami cally independent of +~11 , f [ A.J'o - ~ ] must evidently 
vanish, and we are left with 
(1.32) 
When all field quanti ties are expressed in terms of cPJ"J' aone, the complete 
• 
set of basic vectors instate-vector space may be restricted to include only 
• 
eigenvectors of the operator -A;' corresponding to the eigenvalue zero, and 
A)A-A~ may be dropped from the theory. 
"-- .::. 
The vacutnn state vector ~ 0 of the "free ll gr tional system is de-
fined by 
(+'l , 
=' 0) (1.33) 
where (+) denotes the po si ti ve frequency part. Following Schwinger 6 we may ex-
6 Phys. Rev. 75, 651 (1949), section 3. 




o , thus 
(1.34) 
In the case of the "free ll gravitational system nothL'"1g of a physical nature is 
added by adopting the definition (1.34). However, a complete demonstration of 
the equivalence of definitions (1.33) and (1.34) in the interaction representa_ 
tion, in the cases in which other fields are interacting with the gravitational 
field and the gravitational field is interacting Vii th i tse1 f, is an extremely 
complicated and tedious procedure, involving the complexities of a f11]1 discussion 
, , 
- 8 -
of all first and second order interaction terms, and has not been carried out 
by the author. Presumably such a demonstration is nevertheless possible, in 
. analogy 'Wi th the similar demonstration in electrodynami cs, and in subsequent 
self-energy calc1l1a tions the validity of definition (1.34) will 1he assumed. 
If one makes the attempt to demonstrate the equivalence of (1.33) and 
0.34) in the case of interacting fields, one finds it necessar,y to compare 
the values of the derivatives of the functions .a") and /J1I at the origin with 
the value of the function D(l) at the origin.7 These values are infinite, but 
nm = i(D +, - D~-' • , etc. 
not ambiguous. Because of invariance reql.ti rements, JJ~~" (0), for exampihe, 
must have the form A S.}o\lI+ 'B~.JA n~ .' In virtue of equations (1.20), 
A and B are determined to have the values I 1)(1)'0) and 3 1)(1) 0) respec ti vely. 
, (I) ( • t' ... 
tlJJAlI (0) - i 0)411 + 4" n,.n" D'I) (0) • 
Similarly, 
"L tal 
b,I/A" tr 'r (0) 
From the 
• y .. c.~ ..... 
anticommutatorAexpectation value equations 
one may, for example, make the comparison of 
I 
{ t~l1 J CP'T 1 c.l 1; f'c. (& cr c5'~ ... + S.,u.-r blltr - &p" cS.,..,.) ]).,'( ~ 
with 








.... IS ".,..n.t\r-n,- 11 (0). (1.40) 





2. The Scalar Meson Field. 
The simplest example to which the methods of a quanttlm perturb a-
tion theory of gravitation can be applied is that of the interacting gravita-
tional and scalar meson fields. Before choosing the appropriate Lagrangian 
densi ty function to describe this interaction let us first examine the energy-
momentum tensor of the free meson field • 
(2.1) 
The vacuum expectation of this tensor is 
( 2.2) 
Since we must obviously not couple this physically meaningless, quadratically 
eli vergent, vacuum stress to the graviaational field we must add i it c.1<." ~JI ,tf')(o 
to 
(J) ~.' 
This is equi valent to adding a tellu i 1\ C. t<.&..4 (0) Sa. 
to the Lagrangian density iM of (I, 3.38). 
The interacting gravitational and meson fields are therefore, in the 
quanti zed theory, correctly described by a total Lagrangian of the form 
(2.3) 
together with a supplementary condition (cf. I, 5.19) • 
cf .14 "I Y + .. " ) j (2.4) 
which, to the first order at least, is the same as (1.4). The bold faced type 
is here used to distinguish the Heisenberg representation, and the gravitational 
self-interaction term l~ self of (1.1) is replaced by ;. Gsell in accordance 
with the possible necessity of making minor alterations in this ternl so that 
the supplementary condition (2.4) will be compatible with the fuJ ] field equa.tions. 
-?e sha1] never make an explicit exam; nation of the form of l,:ell or of the higher 
. order tenus in condition (2.4), but they must presumably be of such a nature that 
, 
- 10 -
the Einstein field equations (1, 3.9) may be written as eigenvalue equations. 
o. (2.5) 
With the use of the exp~sions (I, 5.7, 5.8) the total meson Lagran-
gian density function may be expanded in the fo rm 
and 
• 





Introducing a unit time-like vector n~, conjugate momenta may be defined: 
..,+ '" 
I t 
+ "C:' n 0"" (2.9) 
and a Hamil toni an density constructed: 
,.,.1 _ \1pn"\I~,, 
t) /. f)~ 
~ 
e C} r'\ • ( 2.10) 
With the use of the inverses to (2.8) and (2.9), namely 
') 1. .. 
a ~ = c.:1T - t l1,)An" ~"u1l1"r - n.,M f;;.M'II a~ + · · ,. J 
( 2.11) 
F 
-i '"..." _. ~--
J (2.12) 




where self. J.s 
. 




vi tational field and ')(.G and ?* "" are the Hamil toni an densities for the free 
fields. 
~"" = i t 1' 1\' 4 + OJ'" ~ 3JA + + K. 2. cp 4_ , (., '+ '" c.. K:l. ~ (0) (2.14) 
o 
:?*c:;.= 
Retllrrrj ng to the use 0 f ordinary type for denoting variables in the 
interaction representation, we may write 
--rr- _ J ~ cp ,I C e>n • (2.16) 
The transition from (2.13) to the interaction representation is immediate. The 
interaction Hamjltonian density becomes 
where 
and 
SELF , % 








the fixed unit vector n~ having now been replaced by the variable unit vec-
tor n~ [".) o-J normal to a space-like surface a- at the point x. 
Before malO ng use of the interaction Hamj 1 tonj an density ?+'NTt)t)D'J in the 
calculations of a particular physical problem we must make sure that it satis-
fies the integrability condition8 
::. 0 (2.20) 
for two points x and x' lying in cr and hence separated b,y a space-like inter-
• 
val. We cannot, of course, check this condition for that part of the interaction 
8 s. Kanesawa and s. Tomonaga, Prog. Theor. Phys. 
. 
3, 101 (1948). -
Handltonian density which refers to the self-interactions of the gravitational 
SELF' 
field since we do not know the explicit form of '}I.e. [x,.Ic:r]. But since we 
are only interested in the interactions between the meson and gravitational 
fields, we need check it only for that part of ""'NT r~.JD"'J which refers to such 







to the second order in p:z. we need check it only to that degree of accuracy. 
Using the commutation relation 
(2.21) 
and (A. 11) of the Appendix, one finds, after considerable reduction, 
(2.22) 
• 
where the field variables in the final expression may be evaluated ei ther at 
the point x or the point Xl. The integrability condition is therefore satis-
fi'ed up to the re(i!t1i red second order. • • 
In the interaction representation the field variables satisfy the 
ufree-field" equations ( 01.- K 2.. ) <p = 0", a2..cp.)olv' 0 • If transition is made 
back to the Heisenberg representation, it will be found that the interaction 
Hamiltonian density ?i-/NT [X.JcrJ regenerates the original field equa.tions. We 
shall verify this only for the meson field equations, and only up to the first 
order. Using equations (A.12) and (A.13) of the Appendix, we find, after cal-
c1l1 ating the indicated commutators, carrying out the integrations with the heChp 
of (A.7) atld (A.8) of the Appendix, and simplifying the resulting expressions, 
(2.23) 
cf>IJo' V ( x ) 
• 
- [(-Pt n~ rlpn" + n~ d.)A n21 + np~« nJi + n .... ()I( ~ )CP"'(J 4>.,1' 
+ , ...... 
(2.24) 
where U [G"') is the unitary operator which connects the Heisenberg and interaction 
representations and satisfies the equation 
. ~ ueer), 




By contractj ng equation (2. 24) and using (02..- K~) ~ = 0 , we get 
u[cr] (~Jj&Jo'" - KZ.@>~(X.) v·[ (T] = [(fe'l9 <l>JI')) 0( - i "z'1>-c..c <\>1 (x) -t- .... (2.26 ) 
Multiplying this equation on the left and right by U-[cr] and U [0-] respectively, 
and replacing t4>'D{~ by l~«(! - i &"0«(3 h1"''Y ' one obtains, to first order, the 
genera] i zed Klein- Gordon equat ion of (1, .5. 40) . 
The corresponding equations for the tensor f'p-lI are complicated, 
• 
naturally enough, by the presence of the operator 
SELF 
?+-G tx..IO""] jn the inter-
action Hamiltonian densit.y. One finds 
U[crJ 
• ' ELF I 





cr'T' + (3 n cJ" n 'T' e"" ).'1' ) (x. J cr J +... . 
(2.28 ) 
Wqua.tion (2. 27) may be used to express the supplementary gauge condition (2.4) 
in the interaction representation. Letting ~rcrJ.:: U[cr]! denote the inter-
action state vector, we have 
-
~)U~ 11 (x) "iSler j = -
(2. 29) 
denotes the 'llllwritten higher order tenns in (2. 4). Pre 
• 
S£L~ , 
the form of '-tc;. [x..JU"J must be of suchanatllre tnat the integral in (2.29) 
• 
exactly cancels these unwritten terms, leaving us with the exact equation 
o. (2.30) 
Assuming the vali dity of equation (2. 30) (upon which assumption, indeed, the 
• 
full validity of the interaction representation rests) we may generalize it, 
• 
wi th the help of equation (2.28), to the case in which x is not restricted to 
lie on the surface a- • 





, and the fact that 
8 
(x.') -: . {"')A'" 
.J cr S(f(x.') 0-
{. ")A-'" 




= - S ))(X'-x) U[o-] ~,uV.l ~cr (x') U*[o-] - f3 n~n'r e"")4V (x:') - .... 
cr 
.' 
In virtue of (2.4), the first term inside the bBackets in the above integral 
cancels the last term, and we are left with 
This general; zed supplementary condition may be compared with the sppplementary 
condition introduced by Schwinger in the case of electroqynamics (Pijys. Rev. 74, 
1439 (1948), equation 2.32). The stress here takes the place of the cllrrent. 
An essentially new feature, however, appears in the fact that the gravitational 
field itself, as well as the matter field, oontributes to the stress. Pres1J1na.-
bly the term involving ru
seLf [1/ ] ITG )(. .J () in (2.31) is ac tually no thing more than 
the gravitational stress 9 G p.v, or something closely aki n to it. 
In the interaction representation, a change of G-gauge becomes the 
linear process indicated by (1.12). When transition is made back to the Heisen-
berg representation theron-linear terms in the G-gauge transformation law, such 
as occur in (I, 5.2), are generated by the self interact~on term ?-4-~LF [x.jcr] 
in the interaction Hamiltonian density. In the interaction representation, the 
meson field variable <p remains llllchanged under a G-gauge transformation, but 
in the Heisenberg representation it transforms according to 
{PI ( 2.32) 
The unitalY operator which connects the Heisenberg and interaction representa-
tions must evidently suffer change under a G-gauge transformation. We may write 





where S [()] is an infinitesimal Hermi tian operator a.nd a functional of the 
G-gauge parameter $ /\)1'- , which satisfies the equations 
-
~ [cp(x), S[<:rf) = Veer] <t1.J~(X) v · [6') &!\ ...... (x) (2.34) 
(2.35) 
In the above equations SA~ is a c-number and hence dynamically inde-
pendent of the fields <p and CP,Alv. This being the case, it is e~sy to obtain 
an explicit expression for 5 [0-] to the first 0 rder. The interaction Hamil toni an 
density suffers a G-gauge transformation which is given simply b.Y 
The transformed "equation of motion, fI 
to the condition 
'1\ S U"fcr] 
I. ~ o()(~) 
_ ¥,. oS[O"~ [ 1 c-.,,'" - + ~ S(o-].J')i 'NTb~ . )o-J - O~'NT[X.Jo-]) 
S 0-(><') 




9 The G-gauge parameter $1\)1'- , 
as ~ first order ~uantity. 
is a first order quantity. 
in addition to being infinitesimal, is rega.rded 
Also~ a finite, integrated G-gauge parameter 
I 
srO"']=~c. 
This solution is readily shown to satisfy (2.34) to first order. 
(2.38) 
The operator defined by equation (2.38) may be used in effecting a 
covariant elimination of the longitudinal components of the gran tational field. 
One simply integrates in the 4-oimensional G-gauge-parameter-space so as to ob-
tain a finite G-gauge parameter, which is then chosen to be the vector ~ of 
equations (1.13 - 1.16). The G-gauge parameter is accordingly no longer a c-
r 




u.rC1'] :- e 
r ( 2.39) 




The transformed interaction Hamiltonian densit,y is given by 
\,l- [cr] 
It is of interest to carr.y out an explicit calculation of this expression, in-
cluding one second order term, namely that term Yhich is the gravitational 
analogue for the matter field of the static Coulomb term of electrodynami cs. 
This term may conveniently be called the Newtonian term. Using the commutator , 
· equations (1.22) and (1.2S), we find 
r 
, I . 
where the Newtonian tem, ~N [)(jO""] , is given by 
(2.4D) 
I ~ L 
- Y\ t1" n "( of) I,M- - -4 of).1 ~ cr'J" - i nO'" n 0{ ~) I( .,... #" 
I ~ 0 0 
- "i Yl)o' Ylo( J:J.I 0< cr'T' (x- X I) Sf/\. po v (x.')) eM cr'1" (~) cl () ,; 
(There must also, of course, exist a Coulomb analogue tenn for the gravitational 
field itself, describing its rtstatic,,10 self-interaction.) 
I I 
Since the gravitational field is a radiation type field, the term flstatic" 
cannot apply to it in the strict sense, 
---,----------------------'- ---------------=--._.-------_.---------------,----------
Before examining the form of the Newton; an term in a special coordinate 
S,Ystem we should note how the supplementary condition (2.31) is altered b.r the 
G-gauge transformation (2.39). First of all, in virtue of equation (1.16), con-
di tion (2.31) may be rewritten in the form 
- ( 2.41) ]([0-] =0 
• 
Taking the divergence of (2. n,.l) and also multiplying it by np' , one obtains 

















'W ItT] . 0 
Multiplying this equation on the left by u. t cr], one obtains, on using the 
commutation relations (1. 22), 










The terms involving the matter field are now seen to have disappeared from 
the supplementary condition. Presumably the gravitational terms also, in 
realit.y, cancel each other, leaving us simply with 
, 
• 
(2. 44) I - I Ap.(x) - Ap-(~) if rer] .. o . 
, 
By dropping the pperator Ap. -,,~ from the theory, as was done in section. 1, 
the elimination of the longitudinal components becomes complete. The trans-
fonned interaction Hamiltonian densit.y takes the form 
( 2. 45) 
where <t>~v is the transverse field of section 1 and replaces cP.}4l1 in the ex-
SELF 
pression fo r ?+ G [x,JO" J. 
In a coordinate system in which ¥'t~ takes the fo (O,O,O,-i) the 
total static gravitational interaction energy in the matter field may be readi~ 
I calculated with the aid of equations (A. 18) of the Appendix. After considerable 
I 
f 
reduction, the expression for this energy is found to have the form 
I {u~ u} 
~ I~_~' I 'i" V .... l - t t""-' I C 1. It - l"'ll f( I ... - r' I J J _ 
G - - ..... -. - c". 
where G is the gravitational constant, U the matter e'nergy density, S the energy 















applies to all matter fields (including the electromagnetic field) as well 
as to the meson field. If it is applied to the example 0 f point par-
ticles at rest, then all terms but the first vanish in the integrans, and the 
first term yields the familiar Newtonian potent~al (I, 5.26). strictly speak-
in only this first term can properly be called Newtonian. 
3. Mesic stress Induced in the Vacuum •. , 
The sjmplest purely quantum problem, to which the foregoing formalism 
• 
can be applied, is that of calculatjng the mesic stress which is induced in 
the VaCUl.l!1l as a result of the interaction of an jmpressed external gravita-
tional field with the vacuum fluctuations of the meson field. The phenomenon 
is quite analogous to the vacuUlnpolarization effect of electrodynami cs. 
The meson field, initially in its vacuum state, is perturbed by the 
establishment of an externally generated gravitational field • . The G-gauge 
group will be restricted by requiring the gravitational potentials h~~ 
to vanish prior to the creation of the gravitational field, as well as after 
its final removal. Since the gravitational field is externally impressed, the 
potentials hp1' are effectively c-numbers in this calculation, and the purely 
gravitational tenn ?+!EL~rx.Jcr] in the interaction Hand) tonian density must be 
omitted. Moreover, to find the leading term in the formula for the induced 
stress, we need consider only the first order interaction. The "equation of 
• 
motiontl of the state-vector of the meson field therefore takes the form 
• 0 
- i h)lv (~) 0M~1I ex) i"[cr]) (3.1) 




, + 2.-1\ to 
III 
h)ol11 (x./) eM )llI (x.') Jw' (3.2) -
• 




To say that the gravitational field is externally impressed is to 
say that the geometry of real uac:e is externall¥ impressed. In order to 
• 
obtain a physicallY significant result we must view the induced mesic stress 
wi th respect to hhi s j mpressed real space rather than with respect to the 
mathematical background space. For this purpose we must use the full stress 
tensor 9M)AY in its covariant form. Using equations (I, 3.40) and (2.23) 
• 
we find that this tensor takes the following form in the interaction represen-
tation. 
e~)lV (x-J O'"l::: U [O"J (§> M)AlI (x) U* [crJ • 





Making use of the equation <t+l~).J c\>(JC') - ~t ~')Cx -x,') , and the fact that 




It mB¥ perhaps ; rrunediately be objected that this is a divergent expression. It 
should be rememeered, however, that the vacuum state lro , with respect to 
which this expectation value is taken, is a "false state" for the problem at 
hand. We are here interested in the expectation value of eMJAV in the actual 
state 1"rcr) , which differs from the vacuum state through the presence of the 
gravitational field. In the calculation of the true expectation value, it will 
be found that the divergent quantity on the right in (3.3) is exactly cancelled 
by other terms. 
To first oeder, we have 
• .. 







and we are led to eValuate the vacuum eA1Pectation value of the indicated 
COmTlutator. It is conveniert at this point to record the explicit expressions, 
not only for the tator in (3.4), but of other commutator and anticommuta-
tor expressions wnich will be used ; n this and the following section. By well 
known methods one may 0 tai n the following expressions. 
(feMp."'(x), eM tT~ (X')] 0 
U) (I ) (I) (J') 
1!l.)Jl.(T 1l)"V't' + A) 'II"" A,)~~ + llJ)A'r A, '7tr + Il,/'" A,/)AT 
(3.5) 
J I 
+I<.~~G(X-X') cP(X) <I>,oc(X') + K~A(1c:-X') <P~()C)<p'~{X,) 




o '/-<~ JO(~ - ',)o({J AJO(~ -4- 4 K. A,/ II( ~J 0( - Ii.l« .:1.111( ) 
(I) (.) 
4 (,) (,) 
- 2. K't ,dl)(X-X') (<p(x) q,(X'), 
(3.10) 
o 0 (I) (a) ( 
6",,-... ('1'); eMC16fx~ J:::: -/f-J\t. l:J.) (x-x') ~JO«(x)~~(X' -2.Ka.A,CI\ (x-x') ~o{(~) tex') » 
+ 2.1(.1. A:~ (x-x') <P(X)~er (x~) ,-If. k." i')(x-x.')( ct>(~) <P(X") t (3.11) 
•• 
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• 
The subscript 1 denotes the one-particle part of the indicated operator 
It should be noted that (4)(x) <P (X') 
• 
) = ( 4> (x I ) cp (x) 
I 
An important requirement which must be met by expression (3.4) is 
• 
that of G-gauge invariance. In the absence 0 f a real gravitational field the 
induced stress must vanish. That is, if h)AlI = SAp/II + ~ 1\~)4 then 
must be zero. In the present example we cannot use an argument 
analagous to that used b.r Schwingerll in his treatment of vacuum polarisation, 
I , 
Ope cit. 
• • I . 
• 
concerning the commutabili ty of the current with a time-like 'component of itself 
• 
in general, vanj she We must, instead, carry out a direct calculation. The 
reduction of expression (3.4) for the case hp." - 6 A,)AJ v + S """.IJA • ~s 
• 
straightforward but tedious, and will be omi tted here. One makes use of 
equations CA.7) and (A.B) of the Appendix and the fact that Ll~'~..,(O) ;.j:K~g~JI. Lf')(o) . 
The terIlls in (3.4) contributed by eM.,..'" [~.ItrJ I) are ca.ncelled by terms 
• which the integral generates. The integral itself is greatly reducible, and 
one finds 
• 





[efW\)AlI CX ») eM ti'l'Cx')] I) SAcr(x') c:l~' 
(3.12) 
Here we come upon a generalization, to third derivatives, of the famous photon 
• 
self-energy ambigui ty of q uantum eleetrodynami.cs. The requirements of G-gauge 
• 
invariance evidently lead us to make the fonnal identification12 ....... .,.--.,-....... 











electrodynamics, the analogous identification is = o. 
" " • 
The reasonableness of this identification is clear from the symmetry prop-
(I) 
erties of the function tl , and it can also be justified through use of 
the "invariant regularization" procedure of Pauli and Villars13 • 




. Adopting the restriction that no real meson pairs be produced in 
the vacuum by the gravitational field, which is equivalent to the statement 
(3.14) 
we may rewl-ite equation (3.4) in the form 




the future of the surface (). Maldng use of equation (A.10) of the Appendix, 
we find that the terms involving surface normals in the expression for 
are exactly cancelled by corresponding terms in the 
integral, and we are left with 
~ [ 1 - I Y 2. (I) )...Q 
ClM ),,} ~JtT - If''' t " Ll. (0 T..}AlI ex.) 
r-" 0) I (I) - ,,) _ (.) 
A))A6'A,VT +~)""T ~J)4tr +AJP-rLlJ~~+ LlJ"tril~JA~ 
( 
- (I) 0> - (I') - U») 
- Sfr'T tlJe{JA JlJ~)I + A)oc 11 ~ot'J" + K1.LlJ }lo AJ1J + 1(1411 LlJ.J" 
By use of the equation (C2.-K1.)A(X)= -o(x.) the first term in (3.16) may 
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where 
G ...... cr- =' Ll 1\(1\ + A AU) - (I) , (I) 
,-'" ~ J)J>tr L.l,) VP( ~~ l"Y ~)J>tr + ~JPT Ll) 7Itr + ll~lItrA.I~T 
- (I) (t) _ 
. til u) 1.. (I) _ (I) 
(3.18) 
in which vani shing terms proportional to (02..- t<.a.)~(') have been added so 
as to make the expression symmetrical. 
I 
If the Fourier integral representations14 of the functions Ll and ~(I) 
. . 
l1i J. Schwinger, Ope cit. 
• 
are used, Gpv tr P(' 
G.JA"cr'l'" ex) = '. 'l 
2 (2.'11') 
may be expressed in the following fOlm 
• 
( 
I 1/ I " I It I, I " ~ I I, 1. I " 
- So 1" AecA • .ap il' i-.!oc.fLec a~ip' - K .Api" -K ~" A...,.) 
I II I II I k I" 1. f If'Ll II 
. (3.19) 
,CA'+J{');c. 
e rcf")(tl.A,") • 
When is expressed in the form (3.17) it is easy 
to show that the law of conservation of energy and momentum in the meson 
field is satisfied by the induced stress. To the first order, we may write 
The requirements of energy~omentmn conservation and of G-gauge invarianee 






• That does, indeed, vanish may be demonstrated 
either directly from expression (3 .18), by making use of (3.13) and the 
t " (2. a. ) - ) ,. (0 2._ 1<2.) 1'\(1) _ 0 (I») equa~ons C- K .dex=-o(x).1 ~ and A)p1J(O 
- rr v L t" ll ..... A(I)( O )) f . (3 19) b . t d' th ~ ~ o~, ~ or rom express~on • , y ~n ro uc~ng e 
variable of integration A =A' +.Ar.li and using the equations (.t.." l. + J(2.) &(.l" I.+ Ka.) - 0) 
St;'A; SCl"L+K~)(dA/() = ~ ~,u Jl .&,,1.S(Au ).+K2.)(dK')j and JA;' A~~~ S(A"L+ K~)(c!.a") - o . 
In either case the reduction is straightforward but tedious. 
-
Another important identity satisfied by G ....... -v tr "'" , which may be 
verified by direct calculation from (3.18), is the following. 
() 1. ( 2. a.) - (J) ( (1)( ) G)/"p' lI J/eX} - ZG.,...31pV x = K. O- K 4-~(X)A (x ) + 2..0 x).6; 0 . (3.21) 
In order to reduce the kernel G p 11 fr'T to a more usable explicit 
form it is convenient to make, in (3.19), the following transformation in 
the variables of ; ntegration. 
A ::: AI ... Ja./' ) f = ¥(.&.' +.1" ) + ± (.1..'- .l'~ ) 
with inverse .ft.' - '-'U ..Pa. 2. . + f ) ..It" = 1+ v A - b ~. V 
,-11 I Jf. 
2-
J , +", \ 
- I 2. 
and J acobia.n 
where ~ is a parameter introduced through the identity15 
o(A."l.+~a.) + S'(.l' l.+ K~) _ S(..It'1.+,( 2.) _ S(.f,.,,1+JC.1.) 
"a. ... KL 1..""-+ K 1. A"t. _ Jr.1 L 








Inserting these new variables ; nto (3.19), making use of (3.23), and, in view 
of the s:ymmetry in the resulting integration over p, replacing factors of the 
forms rp f" 
+- &JA"f Sv cr) r~ respectively and dropping terms in the integrand which are 
linear and c~bic in p, we obtain, after collecting terms, the following form 
• 
- 25 -
for C;}o' 11 r"r • 
G
P
llcr..,. = (s~,. 0"., + cS'pT EvC1') (A+ t(.1.A' ) + &}AV Er ." (Ii- I(~ S' ) - ~cr" (e i- )(2.e , )) v,. - Gil.,. (t ... 1C~')J~6" 
(3.24) 
- 0')".,. (c ~ )<.1.c,))",. - 6 1'6" (e+ K&t'" ~;'A"" - '6,)0\ v ('D .... I(a. D'~CJ"' '''' - o,..,..(])+ K1. D'~)A" t- E,Ip vcr ,.. 
where, of the five functions A + K2.A"' , "8+ kL s' , C ... I~a.(/ , D+ I(.." 0' and E , 
the only ones which are of interest to us here are D+ ,~2. 1)' and E. . These 
two functions have the respective forms 
\ 
1>(~)+ K1.1) '( X.) = ".. ('z.Y)' -, 
I 
E(x.) I -
~ b.T ) 1 _ , 
(3.26) 
• 
The reason for jmplicitly separating out a part which vanishes as J<.~ 0 , 
in each of the first four functions occurring in (3.24), will become clear 
in a moment. 
The change in va.riables of integration (3.22) has destroyed that 
symmetry in the momentulll - space integrals which originally enabled us to 
infer the identity G.,..vcrT..,T = o. The identity (3.21) also can no longer 
• 
be directly inferred from the integral expression for C;~1''''~ . If the 
functions A+)<.1. A' , '8+ ".1. B' , etc. were expressed in terms of convergent 
integrals, this would make no difference. But since these integrals are 
, 
actually divergent, and hence ambiguous, we must, in order to preserve 
•.• = • 
G-gauge invariance and the algebraic symmetry properties of G,)Av"",,,, , re-
impose these identities as conditions upon the functions A+ K1.A' , B+ Ka..,, ' , 
16 etc. • We set 
16 . Thls 'proc~dure is really equivalent to a more eleg~nt one wh~ch consists 
of ftpreparingtf the integrand of (3.19) in advance of the introduction of 
the new variables of integration, by judiciously adding terms which 
• 
van; sh like J A,IoA AJI..a.,.. ~(A 2.+ )(.2.) (ciA) in such a vfay that the diver-
gence condition and other symmetry conditions become identically satisfied 
independently of such momentum-space integrals. The present method avoids 
the necessity of having to juggle terms, and gives the same result th 
less effort. 




o -= G..JoA'Jo'cr~ 'T - 3,P6' (A+ K:a.A'~"JI + Stier (A+ J<2.A')).)A + d)A V (8+K'1.8/~, -~,u,(C+ I(1.C' ~lIT'r- ~ ((t J(&C' )))411,.. . 
- 01" (c.+ ka..c~}A"""I" -S'"",l' ('+k&'])~'rrr - (2)+ Ka..P'~)o'l" t- E.J)A1Icr"r"'" (3.27) 
J< 1. ( C 2._1< 1. ) (J+ 6 ~Ct) + 2.A A(')C 0)) G"",,)' 1J]I -.2. G)A"1J.;M 11 
The separation of the functions A+ K1.A' , 1+ KI. e' , etc. into parts which 
vanish as I<'~ 0 and parts which do not is made unique by requi ring that 
the relations which hold between the various parts A, B, C, D, E, At, B', 
at, 1)t be independent of 1<.. Comparing corresponding tems in (3.27) and 
(3.28), we obtain the equations 
• 
• 
of which the sdlutions are 
8"A =- ; B . 1s OZ.C 
-'-A':: B/-.,: 
We may now write 






+ 2. ~6'''''' EJ ate()A1I .... l. &",11 E,CI(c(cr-rr -1~,..)1 Str'T' E.JotO((lf + E')o'lft1"'"f" - ~(I"'" E Jococp-" 
r t(l. ) I 
- o)Av E.Jato(cr""- Ot1"'1" EJo(ocffJ - 2. (opfr &'P'1"'+d',.T &vcr J>JO(o«(ffJ 
I I I I 
- S P cr J?, e{ 0( JI T -~.",.,. D.J 4I(O(,AA fr - &.)A ry ~ 0(<< l' ti'" - cf 11 cr ~ Clt(o("M"" 
(3.33) 
Inserting this expression into (3.17), carrying out repeated partial integra-
tions, and referring to equation (I, 5.11) which expresses the tensor 
in tems of the deri va ti ves of h.,.1I, we find 
( ' " ') E(x-x') 'iGpJ!,CI(.c + Ge{«")l)f - S'PJI GIIi~~(d (x,) 
, I 










Expression (3.34) is manifestly G-gauge invariant to first order, since 
the tensor Gp~ is invariant under the linear G-gauge transfol1nation (1.12)17 • 
• • 
• , 
It may be noted that a gravitational field quantity must be of at least 
the second differential order .in the potentials CPJoA~ in order that it 
be invariant under the transformation (1.12). This is a first order 
expression of the well-known fact that any non trivial fundamental tensor 
in Riemannian geometr.y must be of at least the second differential order 
in the metric tensor • 
• , 
Equation (3.34) may be cast in a different form, by making use of the 
Einstein field equations. It may be ShOWIl18 that the tensor G)AV satisfies 
B .• 5 . DeWitt unpublished. 
the identity 
• (3.35) 
where 0c; p" is the symmetric stress tensor of the gra vi tational field, 
defined by (I, 4.10). This is a useful identity, for it connects quantities 
which are covariant with quantities which are not. Since the Einstein field 
equa.tions enable us to replace G}AV by - f eM)AV , equa.tion (3.35) may be 
wri tten in the fOlm 
, 
G.}A"'" = -~e 2. 'P 11 (3.36) 
where is defined by (I, 4.12) and 6.}4v is the SyliD Ietric stress 
tensor of the combined matter and gravitational fields. Equation (3.36) 
clearly shows the tlfeedback" characteristics of the gravitational field: 
the gravitational field is partially generated by its own stress. We may 
now write 
e ')(T where fo" denotes the total external stress, gravitational as well as 
• 
matter, which generates the gravitational field. 
The feedback properties of the gravitational field make it impossible 







that a gravitationa.1 quantum has no self-energy arising from its coupling 
with a matter field. A gravitational quantum carries stress, and this 
stress will itself induce a non-vanishing matter stress in the vacutUll. 
This type of self-interaction is over and above the ordinary self-interaction 
SELF 
described by 9f~ [ x)cr] which is always present. In spite of these self-
interactions, and divergent though they may be, the existence of the G-gauge 
group mru{es it reasonable to suppose that they will not correspond to an 
actual gravitational "self-mass tl but will always be interpretable on the 
basis of a simple flrenortna1ization" of the gravitational potentials • ... 
The induced stress of (3.37) cannot be interpreted as expressing a 
simple renormalization of the external stress, for both terms in the integrand 
are logarithmically divergent and the first is structure dependent. 
The explicit form of the kernel ])/('x.-X') may be obtained by making 
use of the relation X. SICx) = - d(X. ) and carrying out a partial integration 
on (3.25). One finds 
, L 
-a 
Comparing this with (3.26) and remembering that D = ! O'2..E , we see that . 
I 
X - 'f-C:z.'Ir)' '+ r of. ~ + 1< e (dA) (df) cl 'V • 
-I 
Integrals (3.26) and (3.39) may be expanded by well-known methods. Each is 
equal to a logarthmically divergent multiple of the S - function plus a finite 
part. 
A final remark should be made concerning the sign of the induced 
• 
energy density. The energy density in the meson field, i.e. the negative of 
the 4, 4 component of aMp" in a locally Minkowskian coordinate system, 
should always be positive definite. Yet this is not, in general, true of 
the negative of the 4,4 component of the induced stress of (3.37). The 
induced energy density can have either sign. One is prompted to look for 









calculations of the induced stress. As is well known, in the case of 
vacuum polarization in electrodynamics the fourth order induced charge 
has opposite sign to that of the second order, and so on, with signs 
altelnating for each higher order. There is no compensation, since each 
, 
infinity multiplies the preceding infinity, but the facts suggest that I 
the notion of induced charge (and hence of vacuum induced stress) 
\ 
may became more intelligible on some non-perturbation basis; i.e. on a 
basis which embraces all approximation orders at once. 
• 
4. Gravi tational Self-l1. of the Scalar Meson. 
The gravitational self-energy of a scalar meson is readily calculated, 
to second order, from the interaction Hamiltonian density (2.17). One first 
observes that all first order processes are virtual. Even a transition in 
which a gran tational quantum armi hilates with the creation of two other 
SELF 
gravitational quanta, via the first order part of ~G [XJ CI] , can be 
a real transition only if all three quanta move in the same straight line. 
The density of final states for such processes is vanishingly small, and 
the processes are effectively virtual. The analytical expression of these 
statements is 
o 
~seLr­denotes the first order part of "'G Ix.) cr ] • 
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~'NT ().~ +?+G [ x 'cr~ 
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~. () ~ SEL~ [ ] 









The resulting second order interaction Hamiltonian density is given by 
.2. . 
~ tNT ['X.lcr ] :=. ~ SELF t 'I SELF .M'UIl'T(-x.) + ~~ [X.crJ+""NT[')()tJ'"] +i [S[O"'J. tu (y)~I\.' f ' - , , rT'NT '" J rrc; x",cr.,J 






2 2. SeLF 
+ 'N-'NT r~JcrJ +- ?+G Lx.)d"] . 
The only pal'L of this interaction which is of interest here is that which 
is of the second order in the matter field variables . Denoting this by 
2- . 
?-I-MI x. .J 0'"' J , we have 
l.. • 
?+M [x..J CT] ::= - ,~~ (. 
~ileH)'''()C.)' e",cr-r()C/J1 £h)AlI (1'), hr ... Cx'J} €[Djx']clw' 
~ 
+ 'N-'.-.T Lx. JCT] 
The one-meson part of this operator is the self-energy operator . 
With the aid of the relations 
(I) 
= 2.~ pc ~JAlJ]) (0) 
o 
2.. 
the one-meson part of the operator ~INT f>'.I0-1 is readily found to be 
given by 
2-
?t+'NT 1.1 0 
• 




in whi ch the dependence on the surface n011uals disappears. The one-meson 
part of the integral in (4.4) has the form 
])(X-X.') {~ 
• (I) ) 
-l D (x-x' ECa; x' ] clw' 
• 
- 31 -
With the use of equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11), this expression 
can be reduced to 
-D(x-)C.') (I) (I' 
dw' 
(4.7) 
which vanishes when K = o. In order to evaluate this integral we must 
-
consider the Fourier integral representations of the functions .D 6(1' + DO) .6 
and ])- A OJ >0( + D(') A .• ,.J F ~ ~ ~. or example, we have 
If we introduce the integration variable f' = .l + A: 
th~t 
we noticeAwhen (4.8) 
is substi tuted in (4. 7) r is effectively restricted to f 2.+ 1(, L = 0 because 
of th~ wave equation satisfied by <p. fL may therefore be equi valently 
replaced by _I<L. Denoting equivalence in this sense by the symbol = , 
we may write 
, , 






• , - (2.'v), SS ~/(\-2.+t<.~u.l.)e"f)((d\,)(df) cl~ 
o 
- (~T)2. G~oo ~ K X. ) (4.9) 
where t = a - flA.· • 
--.. -.. 
(4.10) 





and integral (4.7) reduces to 
Cl ,)1-.))4 t- K I Cx. + (i, ~ 'J(:L ~p. I)#.. - 1<:. I (x.) (4.11) 
where =" 311 e t. 1<' l... ..e..:~T_ 
3 2.. 'tr a. ~ ....,. 00 
(4.12) 
The total self-energy operator now takes the fOlm , 
:z. 
~M 'J O (x.) - - i (A t)l- <P~)Ao .... 8 I('l. CP2. I ex.) (4.13) 
where 
A.. 11 e t pC') (0) _ 2. Go. _ ~ @ ( K ~ 
~ 3~~~ (4.l4) 
-u _ Soft e c. 1'\ (1)( ) _ .ft f' e J<. ~ 
.lJ 2...y 0 2..~ + 3~"rr4 
This quadratically divergent self-energy operator can be transfolmed 
away, to the second order, by the canonical transfonnation 
i.S[crJ '::. 
y"[cr] " e 1f [cr] where 
The transformed meson field variable is given, to second order, by 
• 
4' I():.) - <P (x) - .t~c. [ cp (x).... ~IV\ '.I" (K')) € [~x.'J dw I 
• 
= cp ()() + 4~ c [q,Ot) .... A~~()(/) i.p (J(I) + B 1<'2. <P(X') </1(~') ] e to;)t I] do)l 




and satisfies the equation 
• 
<p~,}ol.,u. (x.) (I +:2. A - a) K'- cp ex.) + (B -A) «.~ A(X.-X.') cP (x') clw I 
• 
(4.17) 











The self-energy operator thus produces a renormalization of the meson mass, 
the gravitational self-mass being given, to second order, by 
(4.19) 
It should now be noticed that a different result for the second 
order gravitational self-energy would have been obtained if we had chosen 
some tensor other than ~~v ' as the fundamental gravitational field tensor. f 
For example, we could equally w'ell have chosen any tensor of the form 
which differs from ~~ in the higher orders. This choice would not affect 
the first order coupling terms nor the properties of the free fields, but it 
would materially affect the second order coupling terms. The new' second 
order term in the interaction Hamjltonian density would have the form 
(4.21) 
~ 
where ?;- 'NT ['X')o-] is given by (2.19) but with ~.)4 'J,1 replacing hp )) , and 
~ 0 
where A ')t.H T = ~ (\Ar~1J 'Pel" + X~,MfI( tGilJ + Y ~}&JJ "l/Jo(fI( 1fiI'P"" Z&pv tp~ ~~~ ~)lJl( 4.22) 
2-







If, nOV'l, the coefficients W, X, Y, Z are chosen so as to satisfy - W +2.X-'+Y +B'2 , 
2.~ 
= -2, the one-meson part of 1'+tr-l T t J£..J 0-] becomes 
(4.24) 
and this operator would replace the operator of (4.6). The total self-energy 
operator would take the form (4.13), but with the coefficients A and B re-
placed by the coefficients 
A I - - S-i1 P <:. 1>0) ( 0 ) 
2.. 










I It is therefore evident that, by sui tably choosing the fundamental tensor, 
, 
the eli vergent part of the second order self-mass of the meson ca,n be e) i m;-
nated, leaving only a finite residue given by 
om _ J (Af- B') n1 _ - ~p<:. J(.~ m ' . 
4 3~~~ 
(4.26) 
It may also be true that the divergent parts of higher order contri-
butions to the se1f-.. can be eljminated in a similar fashion. One has 
a feeling, however, that allY program which attempts to carry out such an 
elimination a]] ows entirely too much flexibility to enter the theory and de-
feats the purpose of a perturbation calculation. On the other hand, the 
flexibility is actually in the theory to begin with. This may be made 
clear by an illustration. 
Consider the simplest possible ~e of field, a massless scalar field, 
which has the Lagrangian 
(4.27) 
• 
Instead of regarding 1P as the fundamental field variable suppo se we introduce 
a new variable ~ related to lIJ by 
(4. 28) 
where f may be required to be an analytic function with f(O)=O, f' (0)=1. 
The Lagrangian function then takes the form 
(4. 29) 
and, with respect to cp, the field equations are no longer linear. In fact, 
if one chooses the function f according to • 
(4. 30) 
then thecf-field will satisfy a feedback principle based on the contracted 
stress tensor 
(4.31) 






















self-interaction b.1 perturbation methods. If a linear part is separated 
• 
out of the Lagrangian (4.29) and a transition is made to the interaction • 
representation, the interaction Hami.ltonian density will be found to have 
the fOI'In 
<J.4.'NT[X.lcr) =~ hp.n." (f,(c(»)-~ ... (~~cp)Jl_2. ~pCPJ"+ (ftf»)2...-) t~~)ol [x,)trJ (4.32) 
The coefficients in the brackets [ ] in this expression may be expanded in 
. 
ascending powers of c:P , and perturbati0il calculations based on powers of cP 
may be carried out. The self-energy operator, 1. e. the one-particle part 
of (4.32), is immediately found to diverge to every order. This is not 
swrprising, and we simply say to onrselves that we have cllosen the wrong pe-
presentation in which to carry out a perturbation calculation. A f -quanturn 







false quantum. The correct representation is the linear representation (4.27) • . 
--
In the case of the gravitational field, however, the non-linearity is 
essential, and there is no linear representation. Wi th nothing to guide us, 
therefore, we are faced with unwa.nted flexibility and freedom in Ollr choice 
of the fundamental tensor to be used in a perturbation theory. But we have 
just seen that this freedom may be partly curtailed by requiring that the 
second order meson self-mass be fini te, and hence a program of divergence 
elimination may be just the thing we want. From the expansion (I, 5.7) it 
may be seen that if the contravariant metric tensor g)A~ had been chosen as 
the fundamental tensor instead of the covariant tensor gp.v , the second order 
self-mass would have taken on its unique finite value (4.26). Although 
this may be simply coincidence, it puts gpt) forward as a candidate for 
"correct fundamental tensor," It would be of interest to see how gJAlI fares 
in a different setting, e. g. in the calculation of the gravitational self-




5. The Elec c Field. 
The procedures outlined in the preceding sections may be applied 
al mo st without change to the problem of the electromagnetic field interacting 
wi th gravitation. The special points of interest in this problem have to do 
with the fact that the field equations are invariant under two different 
gauge groups. Electromagnetic gauge transformations will be referred to 
• 
as E-gauge transformations in order to distinguish them from G-gauge trans-
formations. 
The series expansion of the total electromagnetic Lagrangian densit,y 
has the form 
0'1-
- ire +t..e:+~E+·~·' 
where = - ~ Fp ll' F;.,. 
I 0 





As is well known, a Hami 1 to man fonnulation of the free electromagnetic 
~ 
field equations carnlot be carried out with the Lagrangian i.e. 
veniently replaced by 
I IA 
l E - i "P.)7~.J'" 
It is con-
(5.4) 
together with the wrentz supplementary condi tioD. Accordingly, the La-
grangia.n function for the combined fields is taken in the form 
... /:) ~s et.F ~ I a-
t. - l. G, + l.. G + ~,l. E +- ,~ E + t Ic + .... 






The interaction Hamil toni an densi t,y which is constructed from the 
Lagrangian (5.5) has the form (2.17) with 
I 





?-f.,.-aT[X)cr ] = i hcr n..,. h~Cll hp.p Fr « Forti + h,ot 'h 'r(J F~Jl FpJ'" + ti h.,« h(3fl F.)Ad' J).tT 
'-
and satisfies the integrability condition. It may also readily be shown to 
generate the correct electromagnetic field equations, to first order, in the 
Heisenberg representation. 
In the interaction representation the tar.y condition (5.6) 
Q • 
again takes the form (2.31), but with SM),aI replaced by Sa),". Because all the 
, 2-
elec c interaction terms 'H'NT(X.) , ?-f.'NT[~)tT] , ••• etc. involve the 
electromagnetic potentials only through the E-gauge invariant field tensor ~~, 
• 
and because of the fact that J[A~( Xl), FJl6" (x) ]da-~ . -ii;tJ [l~lI(x.-x.')cicrJ -l?,,. (x-x'Jdtraf 
~ ~ 
=0, it is found that V [crJ A p,p.(x)u* [CT J = A)AI;:~and Veer] A)".I}A)II(x)u[O'] = ,) which 
means that supplementary condition (5.7) remains unchanged by the canonical 
transformation wbi ch leads to the interaction representation. That is, 
[ er] =- 0 • (5.10) 
whether x is contained in cr or not. Equation (.5.10) is an exact equation, 
and expresses the fact that the gravi tationaJ. field carries no charge • 
G-gauge transformations require a special discussion in the present 
problem. The electromagnetic field equations in the Heisenberg representation 
have the following form to first order. 
(5.11) 
i 
Neither these equations nor the supplementary condition (5.7) remain invariant 
under the ordi.nary G-gauge transformation law 
(5.12) 
(cf. (I, 3.24», and hence this law must be modified. The appropriate 
DlO.dification can be found by noting that equations (2.36) and (2.37) (with 
o 0 
€)"'}"lI replaced bye£)lll ) must continue to be valid in the present case, but that 
the first order solution (2,38) of equation (2.37) must be changed to the form 
tr 
S[cr) = i1c E>epll&A)4c1D'"y + 21~'-c ~tTA7!,7Jtr6"J4 (X)E.tdj xJelw - o~c; r~.P'] duJ+ ..... 
tr i1c. - Go (5. J 3) 

























of 8£pv does not vanish but is equal to -~,AlI/"6 . The canonical trans-
• 
formation defined by (5. 13) induces a change in (A."... given, to first order, by 
SAp. = - F"""...,tAv - [D))ol)l(~-x' F;"cr(~,)+j)",T'l)t-)(') STct"~~,,~-r)o\ct"cA~3''')()C.') '/\ /r (x') c!W'+ .. ·· 
(5. 14) 
Condition (5. 7) is seen to be unaffected by this change, i . e. SA)A,. :: 0 • 
Moreover, using the fact that Il2,A}-\ va.ni shes to zero order, we may write the 
change induc in the field equation (5. 11) by a G-gauge transformation, 
to first order, in the form 
[, ~J"3' - F,lI ctA)o\), + 17 .. ..., SAtJj,... - Fcrp. '''11", .. F,)A '''~y - ~pv SAcSj6' )'IJ + .... 
= - -(Ftr~d" &A)'- - F.d"~)o\ 4 A, + F")lJ' 'All IS! ~J" SA, + 'F.,~~tr 51\cr ))~ 
, - ( Fcrll 6~)Jcrv - G1 ,,, &" A cr )))4" + GFcr.,u.. S'Av)J'v of- (~tr)A 'A, )).,,11 + G -""v 6Acr )J'v + .. · I 
- - €f).\lIS""JI~o{q +(~VCT SAcr)J}AlI + . ...,tr,)4 SA" -A~cr'J1 SAp ),lI +.... (5. 15) 
which is clearly satisfied by (5.14) . (5. 14) therefore expresses the correct 
modified G-gauge transfolmation law for the electromagnetic potentials. It 






condi tion is an identity rather than an eigenvalue equation, this modified 
law is obtained from the old law (5. 12) simply by appending an E-gauge trans-
formation generated by the scalar 
(5. 16) 
That is, the Lorentz condition, which is invalidated by a G-gauge transformation, 
is restored by an appropriate E-gauge transformation. Equations (5. 7) and 
(5.11) are, of c01lrse, invariant under any E-gauge transformation for which 
the gauge parameter satisfies the wave equation o'LA=q and we should also re-
member that the invariance of the gravitational field equations requires c1&A~=O. 
The procedure for elimjnating the longitudinal components of the gravi-
tational field in the electromagnetic case follows through exactly as in the 
meson case. The longitudinal electromagnetic field may, in virtue of (5. 10), 
be eliminated at any stage in the game and the extra term dropped from (5. 13) . 
• 0 

















static interaction energy is again expressed qy (2.~). In this case, 
however, since the electromagnetic stress tensor is traceless"e~~ = U, and 
(2.46) is modified to 
eAf- "' .... -r-'I c1. It'i-~'I 'if Jt--y'1 3 
By evaluating the vacuum expectation value of the commutator19 [6EP'&lCX),J6,d";(X') 
• 
This expectation value is independent of whether the full electromagnetic 
o 
potentials Ap. or the transverse potentials 0.)4 are used in the definition of 6.p. __ 
• 
and carrying through a procedure identical with that outlined in section. 3, 





G-gauge invariance and energy-momentum conservation now depend on the formal 
identification 
ca) 
J)..J)AlIcT (0) =' 0 . (5.20) 
With the use of this identification and the relations C2.DCx)=-GC,,), 02.~1)= 0 
(I) 
and ),J.,....1f{O)=o, the divergence condition 
G,)4 ." (1'" "'='''' - 0 . 
Also, o • 
"tr be proved directly from (5.19). 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
Introducing the Fourier integral representation and making the change of 
variables (3.22), one finds that Gp~v~takes the form 
• 
G)Io"JIrr-r = (gptr &"..". +o~,.S."cr)G - Op"bcr..,. H': 6)10(1" J;lIT - O'IIT J;;AA~ - O)A-r ~."cr' -6"11(f'~)A" 
+ O)A v K) cr T + Or..,. K.I)A)I + L),)A 11'" T 
1 . 
(5.23) 
'Where , I-V1. i-Ptx L(x.) = - ~ (.).'Jr)? _I ~ f:L+ 1+ .... 2. e (ciA) (elf) c! v. (5.24) 
Reimposing relations (5.21) and (5.22) as conditions on the functions G,H,J, 
K,L, we have 
-
-40-
0:: G.pVIr'r",'r = djAtrG
J
" ",ollcrG",p. -~j4'J1HJcr -dp". ~1I"''''' -2.J;},1I6' -~.,ltr J,;,u'r"f" 
+ 6,IAlI 1<),,,..,.. + K..J.,u~' ... LJ,)Avcr'f"rr 
0= GPJA6 'r - 2. 6tr'" G - '+ Etr T H - ~ J; 0-"" + ~ KJ ,.,. + &cr.,.. ~.)Ap. +- LJ"u,}A cr"r 
leading to the equations 
G- O'l.J" = 0", 
of which the solutions are 
which enable us to write 
+ 2. &cr'r L/C(eI(jA"JI .... .l.c5',)AJlL)CI(octr'J' -2.~.JA)I & ,..,..L, olO(PP + [LJ"""''''"f - dtrT L,0(tJ(p1l 
- Op.v [L)c(<< cr or - Ea-". L.JO(oCp~ (5. 25) 
and 
It cannot be expanded by the usual methods, however, precisely because I< = o . 1 
It can nevertheless be obtainea in an explicit form. Carrying out a partial 
integration on (5. 24), one finds 
JMv.. 2. 'P J II_Va., 
-I 
, 
l (x.) = 15(~"1r) ~ 
\ . 
, (2.V' -uS) v cl "ftx. 





1:;_"" ~ 2 l' - .i~J U~2.' - !! 
is as far as one can go in the reduction of Lex) 




(where 'Y=. 5772 •••• ) which may be verified by taki ng its FOllrier transform, one 
may obtain the kernel which 
EXT 
is useful in the case of time independent e~-aI 
namely 
L(~) L(X.) dx.o = t J.,''J'" 0.- 2. P ... t _ r + 'Y \ S ·\ \ ~o'J1"1. 'P~oo ~ J + - bO ~ + .t~o'ti3 \'"'3 • (5. 29) 
-~ 
The gravitational self-energy of a photon may also be readily calcu-







intensive progeam of i.nvesti~ating the eli vergence difficulties of quantum 
field theories had already begun. As 0 e more proof of the untenabili t-.r of 
existing theories, Rosenfeld20 made a calculation which showed that the self-
Zs. f. Phys. 65, 589 (1930). 
energy of a photon due to its gravitational field diverges quadratically. 
Unfortunately, Rosenfeld's calculation, involvin a problem in general rela-
ti vi ty, was not even Lorentz invariant, let covariant under genera] co-
ordinate transformations (i.e. G-gauge invariant). P..is calculation, DX>reover, 
made no use of E-gauge invariance, and, finally, he did not use the correct 
interaction Hamiltonian, choosing instead simply the negative of the 4,4 
component of the interaction part of the canoni cal stress tensor in the Heisen-
berg representation and taking it over without change into the interaction 
representation, while at the same time ignoring second order te~s. Our 
result will be considerably at variance with Rosenfeldts. 
Following the procedure of section 4, we consider that part of the 
transfonned interaction Hami ltonian density (4. 3) which is of the second order 
in the electromagnetic field variables. Its one-photon part is given by 
2. _ Jl 
'}+£ IJO (x.) - 1& 
2-
+ ~'NT 'JO [x..leT" ] 
We need here the readily verified relations 
{ 
0 0 (I ) 
9 t ),v (x ).., S E)A'&I (x,) I = -1i-11 (. ]~0((3 ( x.-~,) ( F'"'&1(?,, (x ) FI1 'Y ( x." ) , 
1 
The tenn containing the surface normals in (5.33) is cancelled by a 











?+c: ~ o (-x.) = l ~Pt 
in which a vani shing tem has been added fo r the sake 0 f BY WIDe try. Intro-
ducing the F01Jrier integral representation of the kernel in (5.34), changing 
the variables of integration to the variables p=k+k' and q=k-pu of section 4, 
and remember; ng that p is restricted to p2.: 0 in virtue of the wave equation 
satisfied by F.,AlJl, we find 
( 
- (I) I - (I) U) - , u) - ) 
D 'j);,CI(~ - Ai ~C((J ]) ~"'.)to + .J) J).IClP - Ai ~c((I b ~)I.)o'- (x.) 
- 2(~'Ir)"P .a.At' - Ai cSQ'(S~ +A.lp -ii-Solpl .A1._ka e (dJL) ttl') , , 
• 
. 
2. (~fJr i' 0 , 
[P~f(J - fl( (~(i +,~ tA) - f>p (~c( + ftC "") - ~ [et.fI ( ,. 2.+2.r~ CA. -.1,,. ) 
• 
+~ (\~+'«"')(tP+l'plA)- ~·OClC~ (t1. .. .l,,,\A.)] &"'(",2.) ec.,JtCdt)(clf') tALl 
I 
I ~~. a1. C-() 
3(2.1r)~ ~::;:~ 1.""3 2. ~ C)X1,C 3"-fJ 0 x. 
(5.35) 
in which "re have dropped the tems linear in q and have replaced \0( I~ by 
, 
~&,,?Cf2. in passing to the next to the last expression. One ; Imnedia tely 
notices the remarkable fact that the terms in t2. cancel each other, leaving 
only the terms ; n feel'". If one now substi. tutes (5.35) into (5.34) , 
(5.36) 
But 
Therefore, the gravitational self-energy of a photon, to second order, is 
identically zero. 
This completely unexpected result is entirely independent of what 
tensor we may choose as ~~e fundamental tensor of the gravitational field. 
Since the trace of the electromagnetic stress tensor vani shes, a transforma-
tion of field variables of the form (4.19) will have no effect on the second 
order self-energy. The only o~~er field whose stress tensor is traceless 
is the Dirac field for zero mass. It would be of interest, therefore, to 




In conclusion, the author wishes to express his appreciation to 
Professor Schwinger for enco11ragement in carrying out this work, and to 
Professor Oppenheimer, Dr. A. Pais amd Dr. M. Neuman for helpful discussions. 
"""nendi.x. 
I. Theorems involving space-like surfaces and the invariant ' -functions. 
A family of space-like surfaces may be defined by an equation of 
the form. 
cf = ~ONSTANT) (A.l) 
the unit normal vectors being then given by 
I 
n}A- - C:PJ~ (- ~J" CP.l)l ) - 2: • (A.2) 
The tangential derivative of the unit normal vector at any point takes the 
• 
form 
0 )1 n~ YI..)lJ'" + nJ' Ylcr Ylp ) cr' 
-
-% + f.l~CPJ"ZI cf,cr <P,T {),er.,- (- cp,a( ~.,CI( ) . 
This last expression, being symmetric in }J. a.nd )J , implies 
• 
(A.3) 
Equation (A.3), jnvolving, as it does, only tangential derivatives, does not 
really de on the defini tion of ~ in terms of a unit vector field as in 
(A.2). Its validity depends on the properties of none of the sllrfaces ex-
cept the one which happens to pass through the point in question, and it mere-
ly expresses the fact that this surface is smooth (i.e. differentiable). 
For functions f which vanish sufficient~ rapidly in space-like di-
rections, the theorem !(t"clC1"p. -tp.da-,, ) = 0, which Schwinger has proved (Phys. 
rr 
Rev. 74, 1439 (1948), eq. 1.58), really involves only tangential derivatives 



























(A.4), together with the identity n"'C>}4nJ'=o, may be used to prove the 
following useful theorem. 
J ~p.f cl 0- = - S rt)ln)l 'a.}Af cl cr = - r r\,., o,}" (nllf) J C1" = - S np oJl(n,.,f)dtr 
tr rr tr tr 
- I n~ (dv)1J)) f cl (T - - .k f cl CJp. (A.5) 
tr ". 
where ~ = ()pYl)A. iL is sometimes call ed the mean curvature of the surface 




where f{x) is an arbi traJy function and t:T is any space-like sllrface passibg I 
through the origin. Denoting the functional dependence of the normal ~.P' on 
the surface (j at the point x explicitly by ~-x.Jcr) , we may 'Write the follow-
ing equations 
S fA;p cleJ" = J f ((),MA +np ~ dO" = [~p. (fA) -(~,&Af) A+ f rtp ~ ] c:l 0-
rr tr ~ tr 
= [(-i.fnp.-'a~f)4+fnp.~] etc> - -~[oJcr1 fro) (A.7) 
t:r 
• 
[(f4~)J1J - f))J ~Jp.l clcr 
(T 
= V)p [o,er] t,lI(O) + J [-It. nvf .6Jp. - n." n". f,.,..~)p. -r»" ncrf 6))',1 d 0-
". 
:: (.l~nllf+nJoo'~vf)ro)C7"J -S[n,CnllfA,cr), ...... - t"crCn"f),)'-I.l)tr 1clo-
fT 
= [A n~n" f ... npa~ f + (\1)1 f ))",,1 [0.lcr] - -L)1)" (n,., f 6,ct')) r c:l cr 
= [A),\~l'\l1 f + n.-M-~"f+ (n."f),p-l (0",0-] - J trip (n~f)J6'A..I6" 't 1(1. n..-nll f.o1c:J<T 
tr 
= [(A. nfotly +- 'a,M l1-,1) f + (n~ 'a" + n" ()~) f) [o.)o-J (A.8) 
In the derivation of (A.8) the normal V\~ is asstuned to be defined, as in 
(A.2), in tems of a unit vector field. The final expression, however, 
contains only tangential derivatives and therefore depends only on the pro-
perties of the normals Y\p and the function f on the surface (J'" itself. 
The function A~) is defined in terms oft the functional E~}C..J , 
• 


























ACX.) satisfies the equation ~'''''(x) =- i e[a;.x] 4)ACX). 
f(x), 
(A.9) 
Also, for any function 
S A.lJA v ()(.) f()() (tc.~ =- - f ~/"," (x) tv (x) dw - - i f £ res; x] ~.,IJ4. (~) f;,,(x> d w 
«J GO -
tI" 4110 
:.. - J ~~ (x) f(x) cl()~ + i J .6~~JJ C.x) f(x) cluJ - -i S tl~~JI (x) ~(x)clw 
~ -~ , 
= n..u. [q, crJ n,.[~trJ :flo) + i S €[a;, x] ~.,I..M~(x) f(x) dw 
00 
which implies 
E [0; x.] LlJ}tA v Cx.) = (A.IO) 
The equation (02.- K~)A(~)=-S(X.) is a corollary of (A.IO). 
Although one may say ~(o) = 0 , and also A(X) - 0 and A,.-'4(x) = 0 
• 
for 'X-P:Xp.. > 0 , one is not penni tted to say ~)Pll tx.) "oat points in the ; m- . 
mediate space-like vicinity of the origin. Expressions involving ~/)J.V Cx.) 
wi th x...u.X~ '> 0 must be left standing as tL"1ey are. Variational derivatives 
of products of surface normals involve such expressions. One observes that 
~[~~cr]n~tx.~cr)f(x') - - J :f()()~lIC)(-)(I)clo-p = - :fex1)S A.,I~(X-X') dcrl.L 
r r -
x' 
For and hence (~p.-x.~)'-. > 0 ), one may evidently write 
S 
ofT(X') ~rx~rJ nalrx.)D") f()(I) = - fCK') A~Jo'lI (lC-X') = - f()C).o/~')I ()C-x,') • (A. 11) 
II. Theorems involving the interaction Ham; ltonian density. 
Schwinger has shown (Phys. Rev. 74, 1439 (1948), eq. 2.9) how to ex-
press the first derivatives of the interaction field variables in terms of 
those of the Heisenberg field variables • 
• 
Q~ ~ eX) == S Q .(x')dcr.' S r VlcrJ /~,;()C') U-Co-] cJ~1' ~ sa-ex) tr" P - da"CX) ~ \bY po 
(A.12) 























In a coordinate system in which nJA takes the form (O,O,O,-i), 
. equations (1.20) take the form 
I a'l. I ... , 
1> = ~ 2. at ~ ~ = "y~ ~ .I I " 7J"l. 2. '\ t. " = c'J. d t:a.. IJ = f:!i?- J::j . 
According to Schwinger (PhYs, Rev. 75, 651 (1949), eq. A.23), 
D(x) is given by 





r- , c. ltt 
r > e It.l . 
By direct differentiation, one may next verify that 
, ( '),.tl.) t 1 , 
2.. 2A+'rr y-a.+ 3C \tl r< c. t 
~(~t)= t 







The time derivatives of these functions at t = ° are of some tmportance • 
• 
I 
~ (r) 0) 
c:. I - . 
~'1T r " • 
(A.18) 
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